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Abstract 
 
In her study on Puerto-Rican bilinguals in New York, Poplack (1980) linked the level of language proficiency 
in both languages with higher levels of code-switching production. She also concluded that fluent bilinguals, 
the ones with a high level of proficiency in both English and Spanish, switched within a sentence (intra-
sentential code-switching), while the bilinguals with a lower proficiency in both languages, or the ones that 
were more fluent in the heritage language, switched between sentences (inter-sentential code-switching).  
With this in mind, this study examined the linguistic behavior of Dutch-Bulgarian  children to answer 
the following questions: 
(1) Do  bilingual Dutch-Bulgarian children code-switch and if they do, what are the code-switching 
patterns that they produce;  
(2) Is language proficiency related to the code-switching? Do other factors contribute to it – e.g. 
motivation, attitude, parental input? 
 
The participants in this research were seven children, aged from nine to twelve, attending classes at 
the Bulgarian school in Leiden, The Netherlands. Three of them have lived in the country of origin for a 
number of years before moving to the Netherlands (sequential bilinguals), and the remaining four were born 
in the Netherlands (simultaneous bilinguals).  
A corpus of Dutch-Bulgarian bilingual speech was recorded in a period of four consequent weeks in 
two different contexts: in a class situation and during free time. In addition to that, proficiency tests in Dutch 
and Bulgarian were administered and background questionnaires including questions related to language use 
and attitudes were filled in by the learners as well as by their parents.  
Five of the seven bilinguals code-switched, producing intra- and inter-sentential utterances. Most of 
the learners were more proficient in the majority language, one learner appeared to be equally proficient in 
both Dutch and Bulgarian, and another one had higher scores in the heritage language but his results were 
relatively low on both tests.  
A link was found between code-switching production and proficiency: the learners who had lower 
scores on both proficiency tests code-switched less frequently or not at all. However, the learners who had 
higher scores on both tests varied in their code-switching production. Interestingly, no link could be 
established between code-switching type and proficiency: among the more proficient learners, some produced 
only inter-sentential utterances, others produced both inter- and intra-sentential utterances and one did not 
code-switch at all. These different behaviors are explained by the negative or positive linguistic attitudes of 
parents and children. These findings shed light on the importance of considering micro-communities in the 
development of code-switching patterns. 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 
1.1. Introduction 
Worldwide, one out of two children grows up in a bilingual environment and this percentage is 
expected to at least remain the same, due to immigration, the “ever-increasing mobility of people 
worldwide and the accelerated technological innovations in modern communication systems” 
(Pinter, 2011:66). In general, we should consider monolingualism as an exception and 
multilingualism as a norm, as most of the  human language users in the world speak more than one 
language, which makes them at least bilinguals (Auer&Wei, 2007:1).  Multilingualism in the primary 
schools is sometimes seen as a problem as it may seem as if it causes a delay in these children’s 
language development. This is due to the fact that in the mainstream schools bilingual children are 
often being compared to their monolingual peers by being tested as monolinguals. In the 
Netherlands, the Ministry of Education and the Dutch National Institute for Educational 
Measurement (CITO) have developed the TAK1 test – a language test used for all bilingual children 
from the 1st to the 4th grade (Verhoeven & Vermeer, 2001). 
Besides being properly tested as bilinguals, there are a number of other issues related to these 
children’s language development, such as their motivation to learn their parents’ native language, the 
opportunities parents create for their child to practice the language, the teacher’s means to teach and 
motivate and the time the family spends in their home country visiting relatives. Furthermore, 
parents’ attitude and motivation “may have an impact on whether and to what extent the language is 
retained by children”(Tse, 2001:37). Parents raising bilingual children ask themselves various 
questions, such as ‘will my child be equally fluent in both languages’ and ‘what factors will influence 
his language development’. The participants in the current research are Dutch-Bulgarian2 bilingual 
children living in the Netherlands, which means that they would hear Dutch not only at school but 
also at home, while playing with their peers, and even for some of them, at the afterschool care. The 
Dutch language is the host language and in the current research it will be referred to as the majority 
language. The Bulgarian language will be referred to as minority language or heritage language. 
Heritage language is by definition “a nonhegemonic minority language within a majority language 
environment” and a heritage speaker is exposed to it in a naturalistic manner (Rothman, 2007:360). 
                                                          
1
 TAK (Toets Alle Kinderen) = Dutch Language test for all children (Verhoeven & Vermeer, 2001) 
2 Dutch-Bulgarian (and not Bulgarian-Dutch) for they are (born and) raised in the Netherlands and Dutch is the majority 
language. 
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The Bulgarian community in the Netherlands is a very small community and most of the children 
would use Bulgarian only in the home environment. These children’s parents are aware of the fact 
that their children would be exposed to Dutch a lot more often than Bulgarian (the parents’ native 
language) and they can’t help but wonder what language their child would choose to speak to the 
them and whether the child would switch between the two languages – a naturally-occurring 
phenomenon called ‘code-switching’.  
1.2. What is code-switching? 
There are misconceptions of the nature of code-switching: “While code-switching is viewed as an 
index of bilingual proficiency among linguists, it is more commonly perceived by the general public 
as indicative of language degeneration. ( Bullock & Toribio, 2009).  Cantone (2007:54) states that 
code-switching to the minority language has “often been misinterpreted as evidence that bilinguals 
lack competence in speaking one or both languages”.  
1.2.1. Definitions 
One of the many definitions of code-switching is given by C. Myers-Scotton (1992:101): “Code-
switching is the selection by bilinguals/multilinguals of forms from an embedded language in 
utterances framed by a matrix language during the same conversation.”  Through code-switching 
bilingual children contextualize utterances the same way “monolinguals use prosody and gestures to 
contextualize what they say” (Auer&Wei, 2007:8). Meisel (1994:415) defines code-switching as “the 
ability to select the language according to the interlocutor, the situational context, the topic of 
conversation, and so forth, and to change languages within an interactional sequence in accordance 
with sociolinguistic rules and without violating specific grammatical constraints’.  Muysken gives a 
slightly more simplified definition of the code-switching, namely as “a way of speaking which shows 
evidence of substantial amounts of morpho-syntactic and/or lexical material from at least two 
different languages” (2007:315).  
1.2.2. Reasons for code-switching 
Why do bilingual children code-switch? Nicoladis and Secco (2000) suggest that by code-switching 
the children fill lexical and grammatical gaps, most specifically in the weaker language (Genesee, 
Nicoladis, Paradis, 1995).  In other words, bilingual speakers code-switch “because they cannot 
express themselves adequately in one language” (Wei, 2000:13). According to Pan (1995) the switch 
is linked to self-identity issues. By switching more often to the dominant language these bilingual 
children express their preference to belong to the wider community. According to Auer, language 
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switch is in some cases determined by the speaker’s language preference. “By preference-related 
switching, a speaker may simply want to avoid the language in which he or she feels insecure and 
speak the one in which he or she has greater competence” (1995:125).  
1.2.3. Types of code-switching 
Bilingual children must learn to choose which language to speak and when (if at all) they can mix 
these two languages according to the discourse situation (Paradis, 2007:22). Sometimes a sentence 
would start in one language and end in another language or a single word of that language may be 
used in between. Myers-Scotton describes two types of code-switching: a)inter-sentential, when the 
speaker switches from one language to the other between sentences; and b)intra-sentential, when the 
switch is within the same sentence. This is the typology that will be used in this research. Consider 
the following examples: 
i) Son to Dad: “Papa,  mag  ik  een   koek?”  
            Dad    may  I   one   biscuit?    
          (Daddy, may I have a biscuit?) 
   Dad to Son: “Je    moet        je     mama vragen.”   
                You  need-SG3  your  mom  ask-INF. 
                 (You need to ask your Mom) 
   Son to Mom: Мама, може ли     бисквитка?  
              Mom,   may-Q-SG   biscuit-1SG 
         (Mom, can I have a biscuit?) 
     
ii)  Son: Мама, днес  колко        пъти ще ходя                на училище?  
           Mom    today  how.many  times        go-1SG-FUT   to  school 
        (Mum, how many times will I go to school today?) 
Mom: Два пъти. 
           Two-PL time-PL 
    (Тwo times.) 
Son: Ама ще остана ли overblijven       и     после       на   BSO4? 
            But       stay-Q-FUT   stay.over-INF  and  afterwards to   afterschool.care 
                (But am I staying over for lunch and then to the afterschool care?) 
   (Bulgarian / Dutch) 
 
Myers-Scotton also suggests that code-switching is not “qualitatively different from other naturally-
occurring language data” (1992:102).  Some researchers see the two languages as equal participants 
                                                          
3
 Abbreviations: 1 – first person ; FUT – future ; INF – infinitive ; PL – plural ; Q – question ; SG – singular ;  
4
 BSO – Buitenschoolse opvang (nl.) = Afterschool care 
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in the process and argue about the presence of structural constraints on code-switching. Myers-
Scottons (1992:103) claims that the matrix language (ML) is always the prevailing one compared to 
the embedded language (EL). The ML is “the more grammatically dominant language” (Myers-
Scotton, 2006:204), the language that provides the grammatical structure of an utterance. Within 
intra-sentential code-switching, the Matrix Language Frame (MLF) model distinguishes three types 
of constituents: 1) constituents from material from both languages called ML + EL constituents, 2) 
ML islands, and 3) EL islands (1992:104). A focus on the ML+EL constituents might be able to 
predict where in the speech code-switching might occur. The first type ML+EL constituents consist 
of “EL morphemes embedded in any number of ML morphemes” (Myers-Scotton, 1992:106). The 
second and the third type have identical descriptions for both languages respectively. Both islands 
must be grammatically well-structured. To be able to determine and analyze the frame and to try to 
predict the constraints, the matrix language needs to be identified precisely. The most objective of all 
criteria is the criterion of frequency: “The ML can be defined as the language providing relatively 
more morphemes for the relevant interaction type than the other languages used in the same 
conversation” (Myers-Scotton, 1992:105). It should be noted that it is very common for some 
communities to change the ML within the same discourse sample. Many immigrant communities 
shift from the current ML to an EL “as its new main language for many or all purposes” (Myers-
Scotton, 1992:105). The current research will deal with the learner’s code-switching production and 
whether they showed a preference for either language. 
 1.3. Research questions 
This study will focus on the way bilingual children interact linguistically with parents, siblings and 
peers, in a classroom-controlled situation as well as in an uncontrolled situation outside of the 
classroom.  
The following research questions were formulated:  
1) Do bilingual Dutch-Bulgarian children code-switch and if they do, what are the code-switching 
patterns that they produce;  
2) How is language proficiency related to the code-switching and what other factors contribute to it 
– e.g. being in/outside of class, motivation, attitude, parental input, etc.;   
Based on the research questions, the hypotheses are: 1) Code-switching will occur. The more 
proficient bilinguals will code-switch more frequently and they will produce intra-sentential 
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utterances. The less proficient bilinguals will code-switch less frequently and they will produce inter-
sentential utterances. 2) Attitudes and motivation may modulate this behavior. 
1.4. Targeted age group 
For a number of reasons bilingual children at the age 9-10 and older were considered the 
most suitable age group for this research. The older a child gets, the more information it can store 
(Pinter, 2011: 24). Moreover, children under the age of 8 have not yet fully developed their sense of 
self and their self-evaluation skills (Harter 1998). In most of the cases younger children give 
incomplete answers to descriptive questions. With the years as they mature, especially about the age 
of 10, they start behaving more like adults and start giving more adequate information in 
communicative tasks that require giving directions to one another, as compared to what 7-year-olds 
are capable of producing (Lloyd, 1991).  Another motivational aspect for choosing this age group is 
the fact some of the immigrants’ children had lived in the country of origin for a number of years 
before moving to the Netherlands. To be able to compare the level of proficiency of these late 
bilinguals to the level of proficiency of the early bilinguals, subject at age 9-11 were considered more 
suitable. Some recent research provides evidence that a child at the age of 8 acquires the different 
aspects of grammar of an L2 in a different order, as compared to a 14-year-old (Dimroth, 2008). 
Younger learners assimilate the input without analyzing it (Pinter, 2011:52).  
1.5. Thesis overview 
Further in this thesis, in Chapter 2 other studies on bilingual children will be described as well as 
factors affecting children’s language choice and the code-switching production. Chapter 3 will 
describe the methodology used for this research and Chapter 4 will present and analyze the results 
that were discovered. Finally chapter 5 will discuss and summarize all findings and draw conclusions. 
This will be followed by a list of references and appendixes. 
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CHAPTER 2. Literature review 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter explores the literature on the main issues in this study: Bilingual children’s language 
proficiency, studies on code-switching, the ways to test bilingual children’s attitude and motivation, 
as well as parental input as one of the factors that have an impact on bilingual children’s language 
development and the code-switching production. Attention has also be paid to the language 
characteristics of both Dutch and Bulgarian. 
2.2. Types of bilingualism 
Pinter (2011:74) suggests there are three ways to become bilingual: by birth (infant bilingualism), by 
immigration or by schooling. There is a variety of terms describing the different types of 
bilingualism. The term ‘additive bilingualism’ is used to describe the process of adding another 
language to the developing L1 of the immigrants’ children. Another categorization distinguishes two 
types of bilingualism: simultaneous bilingualism and sequential bilingualism.  (Paradis, 2007:15). The 
biggest difference between these two types is that simultaneous bilinguals are exposed to two 
languages from birth or at least before the age of 3 (De Houwer, 1995). The sequential bilinguals are 
exposed to a second language at a later age. These two types bilinguals differ in the level of 
proficiency in both languages. Firstly, the gap between the two languages is a lot bigger in the 
sequential bilinguals than in the simultaneous bilinguals. Secondly, a sequential bilingual will never 
acquire the level of a native speaker. In this study I the terms early and late bilinguals are used as well 
as sequential and simultaneous bilinguals, as the participants were children of immigrants who 
become L1 minority L2 learners, and children being raised as bilinguals from birth. In the case of 
the immigrants, there are examples where children display a negative attitude and discouragement to 
continue to learn their mother tongue and feel ‘forced’ to learn the dominant language of the new 
community.  
2.3. Language proficiency of bilingual children 
In the Netherlands children start attending school at the age of 4 and from that point on the Dutch 
language might become the Dutch-Bulgarian bilingual children’s stronger language. This however, 
might differ from the case of the immigrants’ children, who have spent a number of years in the 
country of origin before moving to the Netherlands. How will that affect the language proficiency in 
both languages?  
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Bilingual children’s brain stores information from two different linguistic systems while at 
the same time monolinguals only deal with one. An experiment by Kim et al (1997) concluded that 
the two languages in the brain of bilingual learners are located differently and the brain processes the 
language differently. Both younger and older beginners were engaged in a sentence generation task 
and their brain activity was examined with the use of an MRI (magnetic resonance imaging). The 
older beginners seemed to have two separate areas of activity in the brain, compared to the 
bilinguals where there was no distinction between languages (Pinter, 2011:53). Whether one of these 
two languages will become dominant depends on a number of factors, among which the level of 
proficiency in both languages. Тhe bilingual children used as subjects for this research will be tested 
for grammar and vocabulary in both Bulgarian and Dutch. Testing skills, vocabulary or strategy use 
is very common for a research in foreign language contexts (Pinter, 2011:147). In vocabulary 
learning, young children do not use any memory strategies. They do not plan or rehearse, and need 
to rely on their not very effective verbatim memory (Pinter, 2011:142). According to Berk (2000) in 
the first few years of the elementary school, children’s ability to define new words and learn 
synonyms develops rapidly, as their vocabulary “increases four-fold”. At the age of 10-11, they “can 
add new words to their vocabulary by simply being given a definition” (Pinter, 2011:43). However, 
the main issue with regard to the language proficiency is whether it can be linked to the code-
switching production and how the levels of proficiency can be used to explain. Poplack (1980) 
linked the level of language proficiency in both languages with the code-switching. She analyzed the 
speech of Puerto-Rican bilinguals in New York and concluded that fluent bilinguals (the ones with a 
high level of proficiency in both English and Spanish) switch within a sentence, while the bilinguals 
with a lower proficiency in both languages (or the ones that were more fluent in the heritage 
language) switched between sentences. Overall, both fluent and non-fluent bilinguals’ code-
switching utterances are grammatically correct in both L1 and L2 (Poplack, 1980).  
What is the best way to test bilingual children’s proficiency? In general (even though it 
doesn’t always have to be the case), the ML is the speaker’s first language and we assume they are 
more proficient in their first language than the much later acquired second language. It is a lot more 
difficult to establish the matrix language of early bilinguals where both parents have a different 
mother tongue. And thus “finding a valid method of measuring proficiency remains an open issue” 
(Myers-Scotton, 1992:105).  The ML is often the dominant language in the community, which in the 
case of the early bilinguals will most probably be Dutch, and Bulgarian will be the weaker language. 
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2.4. The main languages in the research 
The current research is focused on Dutch-Bulgarian bilingual children’s speech. To be able to 
analyze the code-switching patterns, attention should be paid to some of the main language 
characteristics of both Dutch and Bulgarian (similarities and differences): 
Dutch5 
- Two articles: definite (-de – both 
masculine and feminine) and indefinite (-
het – for neuter nouns. Example: de tafel 
(the table); de nieuwe tafel (the new 
table). 
- Two numbers: singular and plural. The 
plural is formed by adding ‘-en’ to the 
singular, even though there is a long list 
of exceptions, such as: words ending in –
em, -en, -je, -el, -er, -aar, -ier in the 
singular take –s in the plural. 
- Word Order: the basic order is subject-
verb-object, unless there is more than one 
verb. Then the order of a Dutch main 
clause is: subject-finite verb-object-other 
verbs. Example: Ik had dit eerder gedaan 
(I had done this before.) 
Bulgarian6 
- The definite article is a post-nominal particle, attached to 
the first word of a definite noun phrase. Example:  
                       iii)  kнига-та  
                          book-1SG-DET7 
                         (the  book),  
                     iv) нова-та            книга       
                          new-F-DEF    book-1SG 
                         (the new  book) 
                      v) моя-та                          нова            книга 
                          1SG.POSS-F-DET       new-F    book-1SG 
                          (my new book) 
 
- The plural is formed by adding –и[ i ] to the singular form 
but it also includes a mutation of the last letter when the 
word ends in –k, -г, -х for masculine nouns. Feminine and 
neuter nouns ending in a velar consonant do not undergo a 
mutation in the plural. 
- Word Order: The grammatical linear ordering subject-
verb-object (SVO) is found more frequently than other 
possibilities. Among the exceptions is an ordering where a 
part of the comment (the new information about the topic) 
is placed in front, for particular emphasis:  
vi) Example:  
Истината            му    казах.                                    
Truth-1SG-DET  him   tell-PST-1SG                                    
( The truth I told him.) 
 
Dutch belongs to the West Germanic branch of the Indo-European language family, using 
the Latin Script. Bulgarian is South Slavic language using the Cyrillic script, but differs from other 
                                                          
5
 The description of the Dutch language is obtained from Haseldonk (1814) and Ahn (1871). 
6
 The description of the Bulgarian language is obtained from Leafgren (2002), Leafgren (2007) and Leafgren – “A 
Concise Bulgarian Grammar”. 
7
 Abbreviations: DEF – definite ; DET – determiner ; F – feminine ; POSS – possessive ; PST - past 
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Slavonic languages in its use of specific grammatical features typical for other Balkan languages 
belonging to other language families, such as Modern Greek, Albanian and Romanian8. Among the 
differences with other Slavonic languages is losing the case endings and acquiring a definite article 
(Videnov, 1990). As far as word order is concerned, Bulgarian resembles English and strongly differs 
from Dutch in sentences where there is more than one verb. In Dutch, the modal word matches the 
subject and is placed in the second position and the other verb is moved to the end of the clause, as 
can be seen in the given example:  
vii) 
(Du.) - Ik  ben  daar  eerder  geweest  
(En.)  (I have been there before).  
(Bg.)  (Аз вече     съм бил  там.) 
           I   already  be-PPF9    there 
 
Given the differences between Dutch and Bulgarian, it is difficult to predict where in the sentence 
code-switching will occur.  
  
2.5. Example Studies 
2.5.1. Research on code-switching structure  
Among the researchers who have studied infant bilingual code-mixing10 are Meisel (1994) on French 
and German; and Lanza (1997) on English and Norwegian. In her research Lanza suggests that 
code-switching between bilingual children and their parents depends on the parents’ attitude 
towards it, and children seem to adjust easily to the parents’ strategies. Some parents accept the 
code-switching or may even encourage it, while others would pretend not to understand their child 
when it switches from the parent’s native language to the dominant language (Pinter, 2011:70).  
Ledesma and Morris (2005) study bilingual families who code-switch and mix languages for 
different purposes in the Philippines. The two main languages English and Pilipino have different 
roles in the society. Pilipino is the everyday language and English is used in formal situations as it is 
the language with high status (Pinter, 2011:74).  
                                                          
8
 Cited from Encyclopedia Brittanica (www.britannica.com) 
9
 Abbreviation: PPF – past perfect 
10
 In this study, code-mixing refers to code-switching, with no distinction between the terms 
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For a study on code mixing, Lanza (2007:55) observed a two-year-old bilingual girl and her 
communication with her parents. The American mother spoke English to her and the Norwegian 
father spoke Norwegian. The family lived in Norway. Both the grammatical and the lexical mixing 
was analyzed and at the beginning Lanza argued that the grammatical mixing might be due to the 
language dominance in Norwegian and yet lexically, the girl mixed a lot more often when 
communicating with her Norwegian-speaking father than with the mother.  
2.5.2. Research on parental input  
Another issue with regard to bilingualism is the family input and how it relates to the children’s 
language choice and the code-switching production. “The family is a vital social unit for acquiring 
language” (Lanza, 2007:46). Various researches on early bilingual children have shown the 
correlation between how much a child uses both languages at home and the level of proficiency in 
both languages (i.e. Paradis, 2009, 2010). When parents choose to raise their child bilingually, they 
should realize that family input contributes to establishing the early bilingual language acquisition, 
especially in cases where the minority language is not spoken in the society. Lanza (1997) suggest 
that parents’ reactions to code-mixing influence the children’s language choices, as they may be 
“consciously or unconsciously negotiating a bilingual versus monolingual discourse context” 
(Paradis, 2007:23). To the list of factors that might have impact on the children’s language choice 
Maneva (2004) and Suyal (2002) also add the children’s “understanding of the language patterns in 
the community and the sociolinguistic status of the languages” (Paradis, 2007:23). Presumably, as 
children grow older and more proficient in both languages, the language choice will change and so 
will the code-switching utterances. 
De Houwer (2004) did a research on 6-9 year old children from bilingual or trilingual 
families in Flanders and based on the surveys she distinguished “five different home language use 
patterns: (1) Dutch and two other languages X and Y, (2) two languages X and Y but no Dutch, (3) 
Dutch and one other language X, (4) one language X only and (5) only Dutch” (Lanza, 2007:49). 
One of De Houwer’s hypotheses was that the parental input patterns had, to an extent, an impact on 
the children’s language choice and she investigated that. The active trilinguals spoke the X and the Y 
languages in addition to Dutch and others spoke Dutch in addition to another X language. Whether 
the parents used the X and the Y languages at home was essential, as the presence of Dutch in the 
input appeared to have resulted in non-active trilingualism. De Houwer concluded that only children 
whose parents used both the X and the Y languages at home were active trilinguals. Next to this one 
there are two more variables that contribute to active multilingualism: “the relative frequencies with 
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which the home languages are spoken as well as the interactional strategies parents use in 
communication with their children” (Lanza, 2007:50). 
Lanza (1997:262) states that the list of parental discourse strategies to language mixing 
consists of five main points: 1) The parent acts out no understanding of the child’s language choice; 
2) The parent asks a yes-no question in the other language; 3) The parents repeats the utterance in 
the other language; 4) The conversation moves on in the other language; 5) The parent code-
switches. Studies of code-switching have shown that bilingual parents are not always conscious 
about the language they use in their communication with the child. Therefore these discourse 
strategies can sometimes function below the level of consciousness and what is more important is 
the child’s reaction to any of these strategies (Lanza, 2007:56).  
2.5.3. Research on testing attitude and motivation  
Krashen (1982) states that affective factors such as motivation, self-confidence, anxiety and so on, 
determine the learner’s input and intake, and thus, negative emotions prevent processing of the 
language input (quoted by Hui Ni, 2012:1508). As code-switching is linked to language proficiency, 
any factor that would increase the amount of language input and would contribute to a higher level 
of language proficiency should be discussed. Among the main factors that affect this process are: 
1) the status of that language and culture in the new country of residence. In their study, Bongartz 
and Schneider (2003) focused on two American boys moving to Germany for a year. The conclusion 
was that the boys’ native language and their American culture contributed to an unproblematic and 
successful acquisition of German, as they were very popular among their German peers and easily 
made friends (Pinter, 2011:171). Yamamoto (2001) made the same conclusion when he did his 
research on interlingual families in Japan, where each parent has either Japanese or English as a 
native language and where the children attended an English-medium school. Noting the high status 
English has in Japan, Yamamoto stated that the prestige of a language can also play a role (Lanza, 
2007: 51). If we follow this way of thinking and we look at this example in a more abstract way, we 
could ask a reverse question with regard to the Bulgarian bilingual children’s motivation to attend 
classes at the Bulgarian school in the Netherlands. The languages of some immigrant communities 
belong to the group of languages that have “no prestige and do not play a role in the sociolinguistic 
‘market’ of the monolingual school” (Auer&Wei, 2007:5). Does the status of the Bulgarian language 
and culture demotivate these children to maintain their mother tongue? I will look for an answer to 
this question in Chapter 5. 
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b) Another factor that contributes to the language learning process is attitude. There are various 
studies on attitude to learning a new language. A study by Heining-Boynton and Haitema (2007) 
showed a difference between boys and girls that should be taken into consideration. They observed 
primary school children’s attitudes to studying either French or Spanish. The results showed that the 
girls had significantly higher scores than the boys, and were more willing to continue to study that 
foreign language.  
2.5.4. Using questionnaires to elicit children’s views  
To be able to link motivation and attitude to the children’s language choice, language proficiency 
and the code-switching production, the participants in this research and their parents were asked to 
fill in questionnaires. There are a number of studies on children’s foreign language learning that 
include questionnaires. Among them is the study by Lan and Oxford (2003) focused on eliciting 
young learner’s views. A questionnaire was administered to a large number of students in several 
Taiwanese schools and included questions on e.g. the used language learning strategies. The group 
was reassured that their answers will be kept anonymous. The statistics showed that many students 
did not like the language and that correlated with using the strategies effectively. The conclusion is 
that “it is important for teachers to tackle indifferent and negative attitudes to L2 at young age, 
otherwise children might be put off language learning very early on”(Pinter, 2011:181).  
In another study, Nagy (2009) used questionnaires that reflect on children’s motivations and 
attitudes on learning English. The subjects were 10- 11-year-old Hungarian students. Half of them 
were early beginners and the other half were late beginners. The two groups differed in their 
opinions on what made the learning process difficult but agreed on “their goal of study” (Pinter, 
2011:184). And one of the conclusions of this study was that the teachers play an important role in 
the language learning process. 
Is the language chosen for the questionnaires important for the outcome of the research? 
Papapavlou (1999) administered his questionnaire in Greek even though the children, aged 9-13, had 
different L1 backgrounds: Russian, Arabic, Rumanian, Filipino and others. All subjects attended at 
least two years at Greek primary schools in the Greek-speaking part of Cyprus. It was assumed that 
these bilingual children were fluent enough in the L2 and feel comfortable filling in a questionnaire 
in that language. The main conclusion from the questionnaire data was that “there was a significant 
correlation between the bilingual children’s willingness to take up new ideas and their ability to mix 
well with the monolingual children” (Pinter, 2011:130).   Not only the language but also the length 
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of the questionnaire is important and could influence the outcome. If children are overloaded with 
questions they may “tick boxes without much reflection” (Pinter, 2011:181).                   
In the following chapters I will seek to find whether the Bulgarian-Dutch bilingual children 
code-switch and how that can be linked to the level of language proficiency and their motivation to 
learn both languages. 
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CHAPTER 3: Methodology 
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter I will explain the methodology of my research: participants, tools, procedure and the 
corpus that was created.  
The research was conducted at the Bulgarian school in Leiden, the Netherlands, where 
bilingual Bulgarian-Dutch children attended Saturday classes in Bulgarian – their heritage language. 
The school board allowed me to attend lessons and obtain the data needed for this research on 
bilingual children. Also the parents were asked for their permission for their children to be included 
in the research. If a researcher spends enough time to explain to the children the main purpose of 
his study, “informed consent may be obtained even from young children” (Pinter, 2011:207).  With 
regard to the children’s privacy, their names were coded: B with a number – for the boys, and  G 
with a number  - for the girls (for example G1, G2, B1 or B2).  The collected data included parent 
questionnaires, children questionnaires, proficiency tests, observations and video recordings both in 
the classroom and in their free time during the breaks.  
 
3.2. Participants 
Seven elementary school children (four male and three female) in the 4th grade participated in the 
research. All the groups in the school were relatively small. The youngest participants were three 9-
year-old girls and the oldest one was a 12-year-old boy (see Table 3.2.). The children have attended 
classes at the Bulgarian school for 2 to 5 years but they all arrived in the Netherlands at different 
ages. Two of the boys were 6 years old or older and one other boy was 1 year old when their 
families immigrated. G3 and B2 were both born in a family where the father had a different mother 
tongue from the mother. G3’s was multilinguals by birth as her mother was Lithuanian, her father 
was Bulgarian and she was born and raised in the Netherlands. B2 (who had a Dutch father and a 
Bulgarian mother) was multilingual by education as he attended an English school for a few years. In 
this study, the term ‘bilingual’ will also include the term ‘multilingual’. The other five children were 
born into monolingual families and have acquired the Dutch language as a result of immigration and 
attending Dutch mainstream primary schools.     
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Name Age Gender Mother’s 
native 
language 
Father’s 
native 
language 
Siblings lived in 
Bulgaria 
how 
long 
attended 
Bulgarian 
school 
B4 11 M BG BG No Yes 1 y (0-1) 3 y 
G2 9 F BG BG Yes No - 5 y 
G1 9 F BG BG Yes No - 5 y 
B3 11 M BG BG No Yes 6 y (0-6) 2 y 
G3 9 F LT BG Yes No - 5 y 
B1 12 M BG BG Yes Yes 6 y (0-6) 2 y 
B2 11 M BG NL No n.a.11 n.a. 2 y 
Table 3.1 Personal data about the participants from the questionnaires 
  
This Bulgarian school is partially subsidized by the Bulgarian Government and the Ministry 
of Foreign affairs and the parents are charged a small annual fee. Such schools are described as 
complementary, “often operated by volunteer teachers in the L1 community (Creese and Martin, 
2003; quoted in Pinter, 2011:67). 
3.3. Tools 
In a research where the subjects are children “it is important to use a variety of different tools 
aiming to collect different sets of data from the same group of children” (Pinter, 2011:218). There is 
always a chance that even the most child-friendly research instruments may not function the way 
they were originally designed to. In such cases, “using a range of methods” and a “variety of 
techniques is valuable” (Punch, 2002:336-7). The tools used in this research include questionnaires, 
recordings, tests and observations.  
3.3.1. Questionnaires 
Scrutinizing the materials was of big importance for the research. A well-made questionnaire with 
carefully chosen questions in the right language should be considered a very useful tool. Some 
researchers (Lamb, 2003; Victory and Tragant, 2003) claim that the questionnaires for children are 
                                                          
11
 n.a. – not available 
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not the best tools to collect their opinion. Even 10-year-olds struggle with it as an instrument. The 
way children answer a question in an interview can differ from the way they tick a box in a 
questionnaire (Pinter, 2011:133). For that reason the questions have been simplified with clear short 
answers as options. To avoid misinterpretation of the questions each question was read out loud and 
the students were given time to think about it and choose an answer. They were allowed to ask 
additional questions if anything was unclear, without turning it into a discussion or a think-aloud 
session, as it could have influenced the opinions of the other students. The think-aloud protocols 
for 7- and 9-year-olds can in some cases lead to a problematic interpretation of the data (Pinter, 
2011:134). Not only being there but leading the process enabled me to monitor the children and 
avoid misunderstandings. The children’s questionnaire was created in Bulgarian and was meant to 
give the researcher first-hand information about their attitude towards the languages they speak, the 
Bulgarian school in general, the teacher, their communication with their parents and the reason why 
they study Bulgarian (see Appendix 1.4). Even though the children attend Dutch primary schools on 
weekdays, it was unclear which language the children consider as L1. Some of the children have 
immigrated at a later age, which makes Bulgarian their first language. Some studies (for example, 
Papapavlou, 1999; Gu, Hu and Zhang, 2005) provide evidence that using the L2 for the 
questionnaires instead of the children’s L1 “may have presented an additional burden to these 
children” (Pinter, 2011:135). Nevertheless, the choice of the language for the questionnaires remains 
disputable, as there were bilinguals-by-birth, born in the Netherlands, who most probably consider 
Dutch to be their L1. For children at this age “a simple modification of adult-like question format” 
can be considered sufficient (Pinter, 2011:215). All children filled in the questionnaire and they even 
felt flattered that their opinion was of such an importance for the research.  
 The parent questionnaire was a lot more detailed and specific (see Appendix 1.2). There were 
questions on the parents’ proficiency in both Dutch and Bulgarian, their motivation to enroll their 
child at the school, their communication with the child, the amount of time the child spends in 
Bulgaria visiting relatives and other factors that might have an impact on the child’s language 
proficiency. Six of the seven questionnaires were handed in. Only one of the participants’ parents 
could not fill it in due to family circumstances and the mother’s health conditions.  
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3.3.2. Proficiency Tests 
The proficiency test, used in this research, was originally created in Dutch and examples 
were taken from the official Cito-website12 created to prepare Dutch primary school children for the 
cito-test.  Children attending Dutch mainstream schools are used to these kinds of exercises. The 
test was then translated in Bulgarian and it consisted of two vocabulary tasks and one grammar 
exercise (see Appendix 2.1). It can be assumed that a wide range of vocabulary leads to a higher 
language proficiency, as vocabulary knowledge is among the main predictors of school success 
(Verhallen & Schoonen, 1998). An additional vocabulary task, obtained from cyberkidz.nl13 was a 
word-search , not included in the proficiency test. Some researchers use this type of tests to measure 
motivations and goals. Bargh and Gollwitzer (2001), for example, have conducted a number of 
experiments in which achievement or affiliation motives were activated by giving the subjects a 
word-search exercise. In the current research this task was used to test the children’s vocabulary in 
the two languages, and to compare it with the vocabulary exercise from the proficiency test. The 
puzzle was presented in a 10 x 10 matrix of letters but the 10 hidden words that were embedded in it 
were not listed below. The children were asked to find as many words as possible, with the length of 
at least 3 letters, searching in a straight line from left to right and from right to left, as well as up and 
down, but not diagonally. The main purpose of this exercise was to compare the number of words 
they would find in Dutch and Bulgarian, as both tests contained the same set of 10 words at the 
exact same place in the matrix. The second type vocabulary exercise contained separate words with 
four different definitions per word, one of which was correct. The grammar exercise was focused on 
recognizing the only verb (of the four options) put in the Past Simple Tense. Before choosing the 
examples for the grammar exercises I had consulted with the Bulgarian teacher whether the children 
have already learned the difference between Past Simple Tense, Present Perfect Tense and Past 
Perfect Tense. According to the teacher, even if students in the Bulgarian 4th grade struggle with the 
use of Past Perfect Tense they should be able to at least recognize the form of a verb in the Past 
Tense. The learner’s skills to distance himself from the content of speech and to focus on the formal 
structure of language define the learner’s metalinguistic awareness, which develops after vocabulary 
and language comprehension at the age of 6 years (Gombert, 1992). In another study, Kuo & 
Anderson (2010) state that the learner’s ability to transfer knowledge from one language to another 
could explain the bilingual advantage. This however is not the purpose of this study. The proficiency 
                                                          
12
 www.citotoets-oefenen.nl 
13
 The website is on the list of websites some Dutch mainstream schools recommend for exam training. 
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tests were designed to measure the proficiency levels in both languages and not the learner’s 
metalinguistic knowledge. It should, however, be noted that the proficiency tests used in this study 
were originally designed for monolinguals. The seven bilinguals in this study were tested as bilinguals 
in the Dutch mainstream school only from the 1st to the 4th grade. At the Bulgarian school they are 
also being tested as monolinguals. A modified assessment would better reflect the learner’s levels of 
language proficiency. Standardized receptive vocabulary tests should be used as “tools for 
determining whether a given child is developing as one might expect, given his/her circumstances” 
(Gathercole, Thomas & Hughes, 2008:715). 
 Another issue with regard to the proficiency test had to be taken into consideration. The 
‘citotoets-oefenen’ website offers a variety of tests per level. The participants are expected to have the 
same level of Bulgarian as they are all in the 4th grade, but they differ in their proficiency level of 
Dutch. In this group of seven children, there were students from the 6th, 7th and the 8th grade in the 
Dutch mainstream schools. For that reason the proficiency test in Dutch contained vocabulary and 
grammar exercises mainly from the 5th and the 6th grade, and a few examples from the 7th grade.  
3.3.3 The Corpus 
 The corpus of Dutch-Bulgarian bilingual speech was recorded in a period of four consequent weeks 
during Saturday classes at the Bulgarian school in Leiden, the Netherlands. The main theoretical aim 
was to detect code-switching in a class situation and during free time, and to analyze the children’s 
language choice. The video recordings document the children’s communication with their peers and 
with the teacher in a number of various activities among which: reading aloud, discussing homework 
tasks and grammar exercises. The participants were observed for twelve hours, half of which was 
recorded. The six hours of recording will be stored for a year after which they will be destroyed. To 
explain the process of code-switching a number of factors have been explored and analyzed, among 
which the language parents use to speak to one another, the language each parent uses to speak to 
the child, the time spent in the parents’ country of origin.  
3.4. Procedure 
I observed the children and video-recorded their speech during the three lessons they had each 
Saturday – two lessons of Bulgarian language and literature and one lesson of Bulgarian history. The 
next lesson they had afterwards was Bulgarian music and culture, which was not included in the 
observations. The lessons is very directive, the teacher is fully in control of the group and there is no 
communication between the learners and the teacher. Therefore, no code-switching can occur 
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during such a lesson. In between the lessons I observed the children’s naturally occurring language 
which can be described as social interaction. During the breaks the children hardly ever left the 
classroom which made the recording process a lot easier as I did not have to follow them in the 
corridors or in the playground around the school. They had their snacks in the classroom and could 
not help but wonder why a group of children eating snacks during a school break would be 
interesting to anyone to film. Even though the video recording during snack time was not found 
disturbing to them I received a few questions on it.  
The children were subjected to proficiency tests in both Dutch and Bulgarian (see appendixes 2.1 
and 2.2) and they filled in a questionnaire reflecting on their attitude toward the Bulgarian school 
and the Bulgarian language (see appendix 1.4). In the meantime the parents filled in the 
questionnaires as well (see appendix 1.2). 
An oral interview, a role play and a picture description task were among the measures that 
were meaning-focused. Besides the observations, two additional activities were planned with the 
intention to increase the code-switching. By each task enough time was spent on a thorough 
explanation on what the children were expected to do. The first additional task was chosen from 
another chapter in their textbook as I did not want to deviate from the material for the 4th grade. 
The exercise was a picture description and the children had not prepared it at home. They were 
asked to take turns while describing what they saw. The teacher had a leading role as she asked 
helping questions to encourage and to keep their thoughts flowing. At the end of the lesson their 
homework was to write down the description they made in class. The week after, while the children 
read their homework I observed how the task was done and compare it with the descriptions made 
in class the week before. 
The second additional task was a role play. Normally in a role-play, the students “perform a 
temporary, incidental role, according to a set of instructions” (Mateva 1997:26), which enables an 
interactional form of communication. The teacher, in this case, is only monitoring the process. An 
on-going role-play is “self-planned and self-generated” (Mateva 1997:27). By taking turns the 
children were asked to think of their favourite meal and to describe the ingredients and the way the 
meal is prepared. The rest of the group was allowed to ask questions about it until anyone guesses it 
and then take the turn. The main purpose of the role play was to create an uncontrolled interaction 
between the children and to enable the code-switching. The expectations were that the meals would 
most probably be Dutch ones and it would be difficult to explain them in details in Bulgarian 
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without mixing the two languages. Besides, the teacher had very limited control over the game. The 
children were enthusiastic and participated actively.  
The following Chapter 4 will present the code-switching material that was collected from the 
recordings and the results from the questionnaires and the proficiency tests. 
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CHAPTER 4: Results 
4.1.   Introduction 
In section 1.2, the research questions were introduced, which will be the basis of this 
chapter’s structure.  The first two research questions relate to the code-switching utterances 
produced by a selected group of Dutch-Bulgarian bilingual children in a classroom situation as well 
as in their free time while communicating with their peers and the teacher. The second research 
question revolves around the factors that may contribute to the code-switching production: level of 
proficiency in both languages, parental input, children’s motivation to learn their heritage language, 
the time a child spends reading a book in Bulgarian or watching Bulgarian television, the amount of 
time the children spend in their parents’ home country visiting relatives, etc. Furthermore, due to 
absence, some of the participants were observed in a shorter period of time and one of the 
participants did not take the proficiency test in Dutch. Moreover, it should be noted that given the 
number of participants (four boys and three girls), the data will be analyzed qualitatively and not for 
statistical significance. 
This chapter will introduce the results of the data this research is based on: the results from 
the parents’ questionnaires, the children’s questionnaires and the proficiency tests will be displayed, 
and the code-switching samples will be analyzed.   
4.2.  Results parent questionnaire  
The parent questionnaire was created in search for factors that have an impact on the children’s 
language choice, as well as to measure the parents’ motivation to enroll their children to the 
Bulgarian school (see Appendix 1.2). 
4.2.1. Parents language proficiency 
After a few general questions on the parent’s relationship with the child and the child’s name and 
age (see questions 1,2 and 3) the parents were asked to rate their level of language proficiency in 
both Dutch and Bulgarian in the range from 1 (Not at all. I can neither understand nor speak) to 6 
(Native speaker of Dutch).  The questionnaire was filled in by one of the parents and the provided 
data on the language proficiency of the other parent was based on results from the obligatory NT214 
State Exam that all immigrants in the Netherlands take, after attending a Dutch language course 
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 NT2 – Nederlands als Tweede Taal (Dutch as a second language) – (Kuiken, 1953-1985) 
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using the ‘Delft Method’ ( Montens & Sciarone, 1994) or ‘Nederlands als tweede taal in het 
volwassenonderwijs’ (Bossers & Kuiken, 2010). Those parents who haven’t taken the exam yet 
based their answers on self-report, which can also be considered reliable, as it has been proven that 
“parents can accurately report on their child’s knowledge of both languages”(Schroeder, 2014). 
As far as the parents’ fluency in Bulgarian is concerned, all but one were native speakers, and thus 
rated with a 6. G3’s mother is Lithuanian, but she understands and speaks Bulgarian very well, as she 
rated it with a 5. As it has been pointed out in Chapter 3, B2’s parents could not fill in the 
questionnaire due to circumstances but had no objections to their son’s participation in this 
research. It is known that the father is Dutch and the mother is Bulgarian, but no further data on the 
parents’ proficiency in the other language.  
 
Graph 4.1 Parents fluency in Dutch, based on self-report 
Graph 4.1 shows how fluent both the father and the mother were in Dutch. In general, the mothers 
were more fluent than the fathers. The mean score by the mothers was 4.0 and the mean score by 
the fathers was 3.3. Two of the mothers and two of the fathers understand and speak Dutch very 
well, as they rated it with a 5. The lowest score by the mothers is 3, compared to the lowest score by 
the fathers, which is 2. There were no parents who had no knowledge of Dutch. 
 
4.2.2. Parents motivation 
Parents’ motivation to enroll their child to the Bulgarian school was also rated on a scale from 1 to 5 
(1 – most important reason; 5 – least important reason).  
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Graph 4.2 Parents motivation to enroll their child to the Bulgarian school 
 
Five options were given to choose from: A) Not only to learn the language but to learn 
about culture and traditions; B) I want my child to be able to communicate with Bulgarian family 
and friends; C) By being fluent in his mother tongue he won’t forget his roots; D) Knowing the 
language will open doors for him in the future; E) For the option of moving back to Bulgaria.  The 
findings, as represented in Graph 4.2, show that the least important reasons were B and E with an 
average score of 3, but the results strongly varied per parent. It should be noted that three of the 
parents found reason E to be least important, score 5, as opposed to the other 3 parents who scored 
1 for the same option of moving back to Bulgaria. For those three parents E was the most 
important reason to have their children attend Saturday classes at the Bulgarian school. The most 
important reasons appeared to be C and D with an average of, respectively, 1.67 and 2.17. Two 
parents, B3 and G3 found all five reasons to be equaly important.  
 
4.2.3. Parents’ and children’s language use 
The language parents use to communicate with one another and the language each parent uses to 
communicate with the child are among the factors that have an impact on the child’s language 
choice. That could contribute to the child’s language choice when coimmunicating with the siblings 
(if any). Five of the six parents that filled in the questionnaires speak Bulgarian to one another. G3’s 
parents deviate from the pattern, as they are the only ones in the group to use three different 
languages to communicate to one another: Bulgarian, Dutch and Lithuanian.  
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Graph 4.3 Frequency of use of the parents’ native language15 in their communication with the child 
 
Not only the language choice but the frequency has also been measured. As can be seen in 
Graph 4.3, four mothers and four fathers state to be consequent in using their native language when 
communicating with their child. B1’s father and G1’s mother mix languages as they almost always 
communicate in their mother tongue. Both G3’s parents also mix languages in their communication 
with their child, which reflects on G3’s communication with her sister. G3, as well as G1, use mainly 
Dutch when interacting with their siblings, in combination with Bulgarian but a lot less frequent. B2, 
B3 and B4 have no siblings. According to the parents, B1 and G2 communicate with their siblings 
only in Bulgarian.  
 
4.2.4. Children’s language activities during free time 
A number of questions were focused on the children’s language activities in Bulgarian outside of 
school:  
1) how often do the children watch Bulgarian television or read a book in Bulgarian;  
2) How often do the children go on holiday in Bulgaria and how long is their stay.  
 
                                                          
15
 Regardless of what each parent’s native language is, the question was how often each parent uses his (her) 
native language to communicate with the child 
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Graph 4.4 Frequency of language activities in Bulgarian per learner 
 
Graph 4.4 shows how often these children read a book in Bulgarian or watch Bulgarian television 
(i.e. film, show, cartoon). Let’s take the two extremes first: one of the 6 children (G2) never watches 
Bulgarian television, either because the family has no access to it, or due to lack of interest, and 
another child (B1) watches every day. The rest vary from 2-3 times a week (B3) to once a month 
(B4, G1 and G3).  Reading a book is almost as frequent as watching television. Three children (B1, 
G1 and G3) read a book in their mother tongue once a month, two children (B3 and G2) read once 
a week and only one (B4) reads 2-3 times a week. 
 
4.2.5. Time children spend in their parents’ home country 
As it has been mentioned in Chapter 3, some of the children had lived in Bulgaria for a number of 
years before the family settled in the Netherlands. Two questions from the parent questionnaire 
were focused on the time these children spend on holidays or visiting relatives in their parents’ home 
country: the frequency and the number of weeks in total per year. 
In the Netherlands there are five school holidays per year of a total of twelve weeks, six of which in 
the summer. Graph 4.5 shows that five of the six children go to Bulgaria on holiday at least once a 
year, and two of them (B4 and G3) even three times a year. For one of the children this occurs once 
in two years, and that is B1. The duration of their stay strongly varies per family: from two weeks to 
more than six weeks per year. B1 and B3 stay for two weeks, G1 and G2 stay for three weeks, G3 
for four weeks and B4 stays for more than six weeks in his country of origin. 
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Graph 4.5 Amount of time spent in parents’ country of origin: frequency (on the left) and number of weeks per 
year (on the right)  
 
4.2.6. Parents’ attitude  
The last part of the parent questionnaire was created to display the parents’ attitude and to 
determine to what extent they agree or do not agree with the following statements (see table 4.1) :  
Statement 1: “I am convinced that the school offers the best language education my child needs”. 
Statement 2: “Being fluent in Bulgarian will enable my child’s communication with other Bulgarian 
speakers”.  
Statement 3: “The teachers are consequent in not using any Dutch in the classroom”.  
Statement 4: “Being fluent in Bulgarian will help my child to better understand and value the 
Bulgarian culture”.  
Statement 5: “Being fluent in Bulgarian will make a big difference for my child’s future career”. 
Statement 6: “I speak Bulgarian to my child as often as possible”.  
Statement 7: “I allow my child to speak Dutch to me”. 
Statement 8: “I correct my child when he makes a mistake in Bulgarian”.  
As can be seen in Table 4.1 the parents either agree or strongly agree to almost all 
statements. There are a only a few exceptions, where the parents chose for the option Neutral. 
Attention should be paid to Statement 7, where four parents answered with ‘strongly agree’. Thus, in 
any occasion they would allow their child to speak Dutch to them. Two parents, however, showed a 
neutral attitude to the statement, and were requested to clarify. B1’s mother explained that her son 
did not at all communicate with her in Dutch and for that reason she chose for Neutral. According 
to B4’s mother, she would only allow it when her son cannot come up with the Bulgarian equivalent 
of a specific Dutch word. Further on in Chapter 5, I will seek a link between this attitude and the 
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children’s code-switching. Another neutral answer was given by G2’s mother with regard to the 
importance of the Bulgarian language for the child’s future career, which corresponds to the answer 
given previously on this parent’s motivation to enroll her child at the Bulgarian school (see Graph 
4.2).  She rated this option with a 3, where 1 was the most important and 5 was the least important 
reason. 
 Statement 
Nr. 
B1 B3 B4 G1 G2 G3 
 1 Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
 2 Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
 3 Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree 
 4 Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Agree 
5 Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Neutral Agree 
6 Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
7 Neutral Strongly 
Agree 
Neutral Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
8 Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Agree Strongly 
Agree 
Strongly 
Agree 
Table 4.1 Parents’ attitude 
 To sum this up, it can be concluded that all six parents had a very positive attitude towards 
the school in general and what it has to offer to their children with regard to language maintenance. 
No parent disagreed with any of the statements. They all strongly agreed on how important it is for 
their children to master their heritage language.  
4.3. Results children questionnaire  
To be able to compare the parents’ motivation and attitude to the children’s willingness to attend the 
Saturday classes at the Bulgarian school, I also elicited the children’s opinions. All the seven children 
filled in the questionnaires. While filling it in one of the girls made the comment that their teacher at 
the Dutch elementary school would give them such questionnaires once in a while. This can be 
interpreted in a positive way:  1) the children are familiar with this written way of expressing their 
opinions and with the time they will become more aware of it and will start giving more explicit 
answers; 2) the children feel their opinion matters. 
4.3.1. Children’s attitude towards the Bulgarian school and the teacher  
To assess the children’s attitude towards the school two specific questions were asked:  
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1) Do you like attending classes at the school?  
2) If you had a choice what would you do: A) will keep attending classes; B) will attend from time to 
time; C) will stop attending (see Appendix 1.2).  
      
Graph 4.6 Children’s attitude towards attending classes (on the left) and the likeliness to keep attending 
classes if given the choice (on the right) 
 Two of the seven children like the classes, B3 and G2 but they would continue to attend 
from time to time if they could choose. The other 5 do not like it and yet two of them, B1 and B4 
would continue to attend from time to time. Three children , B2, G1 and G3 do not like the classes 
and would definitely quit. None of the children chose option A.  
 The children were also asked about the frequency of Dutch speech produced by the teacher 
during classes, as were their parents. The main aim here was to compare the parents’ view on the 
matter and the way children experience it in class. Two children reported that the teacher’s use of 
Dutch in the classroom was scarce, as they answered with ‘seldom’, and the majority of the learners 
(five) reported this has never occurred.  In major lines this corresponds to the parents’ expectation 
(as it was pointed out in 4.2.6).  
4.3.2. Children’s attitude towards both languages 
As can be seen in Graph 4.7 (on the left), five children like the Dutch language, as opposed to 
another two who only like it a little bit. The Bulgarian language is almost as likeable: four children 
like it very much versus three who like it a little bit. 
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Graph 4.7 Children’s attitude towards Dutch and Bulgarian as a group (on the left) and per child (on the right) 
 We should take into account that some children have a preference for one of the two 
languages. The girls have a strong preference for Dutch as all three like it very much and two of 
them like Bulgarian a little bit, G1 and G3. The boys varied in their preference. Two of them like 
both languages very much and another one likes both languages a little bit. B3 is the only learner in 
the group who has a stronger liking for Bulgarian.  
4.3.3. Children’s language choice 
After analyzing which language the learners like more, I will seek a link to the children’s language 
choice when interacting with parents and siblings. They were asked to report on the frequency of 
communicating with parents in their native language and what language they use to interact with 
their siblings (if any).  
 As can be seen in Graph 4.8, the majority of the children (five of the seven) always 
communicate with their fathers in their native language and only one child, G3 chose the option 
‘almost always’, which corresponds with the answer G3’s father gave on the same question. The 
children are less consistent in their language choice when communicating with their mothers, as only 
three children always interact with them in their native language. The three girls chose the option 
‘almost always’.  There is one case deviating from the majority. B2 reported to often communicate 
with his mother in her native language and seldom with his father in his native language. This, 
however raises the question what language B2 would use to interact with his father, as he is Dutch. 
From the short interview I had with him it came out that he has always had a strong preference for 
English from the time when he attended the ‘English school’, as he calls it. Further on, when 
analyzing the code-switching, I will seek a connection with the children’s language choice. 
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Graph 4.8 Children’s frequency of using their parents’ native language to communicate with them 
4.3.4. Children’s motivation 
This was the only open question in the children questionnaire where the learners were asked to give 
at least one reason why they study the Bulgarian language. Three of the children, B1, B2 and G1 
gave the answer ‘because my mum wants me to’ and G1 added her father’s poor knowledge of 
Dutch as another reason to study the language, in contrast to B3 who said that he does it because he 
is a proud Bulgarian. The other three learners varied in their answers: G3’s only reason is that her 
father is Bulgarian, G2 finds it very interesting and just has to, without specifying why she has to 
learn it, and B4 studies the language because his parents are Bulgarians and explains that he goes 
back to Bulgaria very often. Thus, two children find their parents’ background a good enough 
reason to learn their native language. 
4.4. Results proficiency tests 
As it was mentioned in Chapter 3 the original proficiency test was created in Dutch and translated in 
Bulgarian. The proficiency test consisted of vocabulary and grammar tasks. The tests were 
administered in two consequent weeks. In addition to that, an experimental word-search task was 
given, also aiming to compare the two different types of testing vocabulary. 
4.4.1. Proficiency test in Bulgarian 
The total of points that could be awarded for the proficiency test was 18, 12 for vocabulary and 6 
for grammar (see appendix 2.2). The vocabulary task consisted of twelve words, each represented by 
four one-word definitions, one of which was correct. The grammar task consisted of six group of 
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sentences, four sentences per group, and the learners had to mark the only sentence per group that 
was in the Past Simple Tense. The other three sentences in the group were correct but not in the 
Past Simple Tense. Graph 4.9 shows that the scores for vocabulary varied from 6 to 11 with an 
average of 9,  and for grammar from 1 to 4 points with an average of 2.14. These results indicate 
that the learners found the grammar task, in general, more difficult than the vocabulary one. B3 
scored the highest on vocabulary and G2 had the highest score for grammar as well as the highest 
total score. The lowest total score was 8 and the highest was 14, with an average of 11.14. 
 
Graph 4.9 Proficiency test in Bulgarian 
 
4.4.2 Proficiency test in Dutch 
The findings on the Dutch proficiency test are incomplete due to B2 not having participated. He 
was absent during two of the four Saturdays. The Dutch test was administered a week after the 
Bulgarian one. 
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Graph 4.10 Proficiency test in Dutch 
As can be seen in Graph 4.10 the total scores are significantly higher than the scores on the 
Bulgarian test, varying from 9 to 18, which was the maximum number of points, and an average of 
13.83.  The scores on the vocabulary tasks varied from 7 to 12, and for grammar from 2 to 6 with an 
average of 4.67. Even though it varied per learner, these findings indicate that the majority of the 
learners have a higher proficiency level in Dutch. This could be attributed to better schooling. B1 is 
the only learner to have lower scores on the Dutch test compared to the Bulgarian one and B3 
scored 13 points on both tests with a small difference between the vocabulary and grammar tasks.  
 
4.4.3. Word-search 
 The word-search task was created in addition to the proficiency test. The children were familiar 
with this type of exercise which I used to test the children’s vocabulary in the two languages and to 
compare it with the vocabulary task from the proficiency test. The words used in the word-search 
correspond to the children’s level of proficiency in Dutch, as the original task was created in Dutch 
(see appendix 2.4) and then translated in Bulgarian (see appendix 2.3). The same words were used in 
both languages and they were hidden in the exact same way.  
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Words 
BG          /    NL 
B1 
BG – NL  
B2 
BG – NL  
B3 
BG – NL  
B4 
BG – NL  
G1 
BG - NL 
G2 
BG - NL 
G3 
BG – NL  
Боря      /    vechten X X X X X X - X X X X X - X 
Винаги  /      altijd X - X - X - - - X - - - X - 
Сено      /       riet - - - X - X - X - - - X - - 
Сняг       /    sneeuw - X - X - - - - - X - - - X 
Някъде /    ergens - - X - X - - - - - - - - - 
Отзад    /    achter - - - - - - X - - - - - X - 
Учуден  /verbaasd X - - - X - - - - - - - - - 
Откривам/speuren - - - - - - - - - - - - - X 
Повече  /   meeste - - X - X - X - X - - - X X 
Ръка      /     hand - X X X X - X X X X - X X X 
Total   3 3 5 4 6 2 3 3 4 3 1 3 4 5 
Table 4.2 Results from the word-search task per word 
There were 10 hidden words embedded in the matrix but the learners only managed to find 
about half or less than half of them. Two of the words were found by almost every learner in both 
languages or at least in one of the languages and those were ‘fight’ (боря/vechten), and ‘hand’ 
(ръка/hand). The other 8 words were found by less than half of the cases and only in one of the 
languages. B1 and B4 had equal scores in both languages, G2 and G3 scored better on the Dutch 
word-search, and the remaining 3 learners (B2, B3 and G1) had higher scores on the Bulgarian 
word-search. These results show that this type of vocabulary game does not reflect proficiency. The 
total scores in both languages (varying from 1 to 6) were much lower than the total scores from the 
vocabulary task from the proficiency test that varied from 7 to 12. 
4.5 Results on code-switching 
The code-switching samples are a result from the observations and the recordings of the lessons and  
the student’s free time in between the lessons. 
4.5.1 Lessons and additional tasks 
As it was mentioned in Chapter 3, the school program consisted of two lessons in Bulgarian 
language and literature, one lesson in Bulgarian history, one lesson focused only on reading 
comprehension and the last lesson was music and culture, which was not included in the 
observations (see 3.4). The first two lessons were very grammar-focused and a lot of time was spent 
on discussing their homework. The students were very cautious with their language and there were 
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even moments of silence when the student struggled to come up with a Bulgarian word but would 
not use the Dutch one instead. The teacher would not use Dutch in the classroom and the children 
are not allowed to speak Dutch when they are at the Bulgarian school. Given the strict school rules, 
two additional individual tasks were created, with the intention to increase the chances of code-
switching. The first task included a picture description that the students did not prepare at home. 
There were four different pictures on the same topic and the students took turns in describing a day 
in the life of a lynx family and  the care for the baby lynx cubs. However, B4 was reported to code-
switch. Consider the following  
Sample 1: 
B4: “Денят     започва    когато децата се събуждат и  скачат      върху майка си,...    и 
докато те    играят,  майката  отива   да time to hunt.” (Bulgarian / English) 
        Day-DET begin-3SG  when   children  wake-3PL    and jump-3PL onto    mother-POSS, and 
while    they  play-3PL  mother    go-3SG to time to hunt 
(En. - “The day begins when the little ones wake up and jump over their mum, …and while 
they are playing, the mum goes to time to hunt.”) 
 
The teacher asked the rest of the group how they would translate that in Bulgarian and 
helped B4 to finish his the sentence. This was the only code-switching sample detected. Other than 
that the rest of the group was familiar with the vocabulary of the topic and faced no difficulties 
describing the pictures in Bulgarian. 
The second individual task was a role play in the form of a guessing game, a lot less 
controlled by the teacher (see 3.4). The main purpose was to elicit code-switching which did not 
happen. Even though a large number of the code-switching samples were detected during grammar 
lessons, the code-switching during the breaks was almost as frequent but varied in patterns. 
4.5.2. Code-switching samples 
After the recording sessions the code-switching samples were transcribed. I will separate the inter-
sentential code-switching samples from the intra-sentential ones and analyze them separately. 
4.5.2.1. Inter-sentential code-switching 
Let us look at the longest code-switching sample that was detected during the four weeks of 
observations and recordings. Consider the following sample: 
SAMPLE 2: 
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(1)  G1: Grootste hagedis! 
              (En. The Largest lizard!) 
(2)  G2: (reads the article from the book) 
(3)  G1: Zo… zo’n beest 
              (En. Wow ... such a beast) 
(4)  G2: Hij is zwaarder dan de moeder en hij is langer…(keeps reading) 
              (En. He is heavier than the mother, and he's longer…) 
(5)  G1: Wow, de lengte van 3,1 meter 
              (En. Wow, with the length of 3.1 meters) 
(6)  G2:  Nieuw record, verbeterd record. 
              (En. New record, improved record) 
(7)  G1. Да видя...  Die is echt schattig.  ... Oudste braaksel. ... Kijk, … nee maar we 
gaan menselijk lichaam bekijken. Hier, hier, extreme lichamen. 
              (En. Let me see. That is really cute . Oldest ... vomit . Look ... , no ... but we're 
going to look at human body . Here , here , extreme bodies) 
(8)  G2: Oh kijk, dit is cool. 
              (En. Oh look , this is cool) 
(9)  G1: Ewww. Dit is toch vies. 
              (En. Ewww . This is really disgusting.) 
(10) G2: Dit is toch cool. (keeps reading: “Meest uitpuilende oogballen..)  
              (En. Isn’t it cool . ( keeps reading : . " Protruding eyeballs …" ) 
(11) G1: Meest lenige man. 
              (En. Most flexible man. ) 
(12) G2: Kijk, hij kan zo doen, zo... zo. Langste teennagels? (reads the text)  
              (En. Look, he can do that, and that ... and that ... Longest toenails? ( reads the 
text ) 
(13) G1: Ooh, wat is dit? De kleinste man 
              (En. Ooh , what's this ? The smallest man.) 
(14) G2: “Younis Edwan (Jordanie, onder, getoond op ware grootte) zou een lengte 
hebben van slechts 65 cm…”  (keeps reading but got interrupted by B4) 
              (En. ( reads : " Younis Edwan ( Jordan , below , shown full size ) would have a 
length of only 65 cm.... " ) (keeps reading but got interrupted by B4) 
(15) B4: Какво става тука? 
              (En. What is going on here?) 
(16) G2: (…keeps reading, ignoring him) 
(17) G1: Ha, die is echt kort. 
              (En. Ha, he is really short.) 
(18) G2: Kijk, de kortste man... grootste voeten 
              (En. Look, the shortest man ... largest feet …) 
(19) G1: Wou, kijk hoe kort! 
              (En. Wou, look how short!) 
(20) G2: Dit is de kortste man ooit! (keeps reading and tries to turn the page) 
              (En. This is the shortest man ever!)  
(21) B4: (tries to turn the page back) Чакай че гледам. 
              (En. Wait, I am still looking.) 
(22) G1: Ами и ние. 
              (En. And so are we.) 
(23) G2: И ние сега първо гледаме. 
              (En. We have also been looking at it.)  
(24) B4: Ами и аз гледам. 
              (En. Well, I am looking too.) 
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(25) G2: Да, аз бях готова със туй. 
              (En. Yea, I was ready with this.)  
(26) G1: Nee, volgende bladzijde. Wacht… kijk… deze heb ik ook in mijn … van de 
bibliotheek… (keeps turning pages). Wou, die man is eng! ... Wou, meeste meerlingen 
na een bevalling! (reads the whole article)  ... Oh... de zwarste baby! 
               ( En. No, next page . Wait ... look ... this one I also have ... from my library ..... 
( keeps turning pages ) . Ergh, that guy is scary ! Wow, most children delivered at a 
single birth! ( reads the whole article ) ... Oh ... the heaviest baby !) 
(27) G2: Ahh! Kакво малко бебенце! 
               ( En. Ahh , what a tiny little baby !) 
(28) G1: en zwaar… dit is toch dom! 
               ( En. and heavy ... this is so stupid!)  
(29) G1: Langste tussenpoos tussen de geboorten van reageerbuisbaby’s (starts to read: 
“Laina Beasley (VS) werd verwekt in een reageerbuis, samen met haar broer en zus 
Jeffrey en Carleigh. Zij werd echter bijna 13 jaar als tweecellige e-m-b-r-u-u...” 
               (En. Longest interval between births of IVF babies ( starts to read : " Laina 
Beasley ( USA ) was conceived in the same test tube as her twin brother and sister, 
Jeffrey and Carleigh. However, for almost 13 years she has been stored as a two-cell … 
e-m-b-r-u-u ... ". 
(30) B4: Embryo 
               (En. Embryo) 
(31) G1: Това. (and keeps reading: “…Embryo in de wacht gezet tot haar geboorte op 
13 mei 2005. “) Nou, ik snap het niet. 
               (En. This. (and keeps reading:"... Embryo, until she was born on May 13, 
2005." ) Well, I do not get it . 
(32) G2: Ik ook niet. 
               (En. Neither do I.)  
(33) B4: Laten we gewoon doorgaan. 
               (En. Let's just move on. ) 
(34) G2: Kijk, dit is de lichtste baby, niet de zwaarste baby. Dit is de lichtste baby. 
               (En. Look, this is the lightest baby , not the heaviest baby . This is the lightest 
baby .) 
(35) G1: Oh zo... oudste moeder... 
               (En. Oh is it? ... oldest mother ...) 
(36) G2: (reads: ”Adriana Emilia Iliescu (Roemenie, geb. 31 mei 1938) was 66 jaar en 
230 dagen oud toen ze via een keizersnee het leven schonk aan haar dochter Eliza Maria 
Bogdana.”) 
               (En. ( reads : " Adriana Emilia Iliescu ( Romania , born May 31, 1938 ) was 66 
years and 230 days old when she gave birth to her daughter Eliza Maria Bogdana by c-
section . "). 
(37) G1: Wie zorgt er voor dat kleine baby’tje als die oma dood is? 
               (En. Who will take care of that little baby when this grandma dies?) 
(38) G2: (keeps reading : “Dit was op 16 januari 2005, zoals ons, in de kliniek voor 
verloskunde en gynaecologie van het ziekenhuis in Boekarest, Roemenië “) 
               (En. keeps reading : " This was on January 16, 2005 ,[ like us], in the 
Department  for obstetrics and gynecology at the hospital in Bucharest , Romania") 
(39) B4: Аз съм на 18-ти. 
               (En. I am on the 18
th
.) 
(40) G1: А аз 20-ти юни.  
               (And I am on the 20
th
 of June.)  
(41) G1: Meeste leprapatienten.  
               (En. The largest number of leprosy patients.) 
(42) G2: Waar lees je? 
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               (En. Where are you reading?) 
(43) G1: Hier. 
               (En. Here.)  
(44) G2: Meeste leprapatienten 
               (En. The largest number of leprosy patients. ) 
(45) G1: Da’s zijn hand he! 
               (En. Hey, that's his hand.) 
(46) B3: Това е ръка, да. 
               (Yes, this is a hand.) 
(47) G2: (reads the whole article and turns the page) Meeste piercings… 
               (En. The largest number of piercings ...). 
(48) G1: Eww, eww, eww… 
(49) B4: Махай го, бе! 
               (En. Put it away!)  
(50) G1: Grootste zwel op je voorhoofd… 
               (En. Biggest swell on your forehead ...) 
(51) B4: Махай го, махай го, моля ти се! 
               (En. Put it away! Put it away, I beg of you! 
(52) G1: Nee, dit is echt niet…. 
               (En. No, this is not really ....) 
(53) G2: Чакай... 
               (En. Wait ...) 
(54) G1: (calls G2’s full name in Dutch, slightly annoyed) 
(55) G2: Искам да го видя. 
               (En. I want to see it.) 
(56) G1: Maar het is vies. (and G2 walks away for a bit).  
               ( En. But it's disgusting.)  
(57) G1: Той е с костюм. 
               (En. He has a costume.)  
(58) B4: Да, то иначе умираш на секундата. (keeps turning pages) Saai. 
               (En. Yes, otherwise you would instantly die. (keeps turning pages) Boring) 
(59) G1: Може би не е на секундата... Ewww, kakkerlakken 
               (En. Maybe not instantly... Ewww, kockroaches.) 
(B3 and G2 join) 
(60) G1: G2, виж! ... Utsie! 
               (En. G2, виж! ... Yukkes!) 
(61) G2: Да, какво? 
               (En. Yes, what?)  
(the bell rang and the teacher walked in) 
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch / reading from the book ‘Guinness World Records 2007’ p. 43 - 71) 
 
Sample 2 was recorded during the break on the first day of observation. The students got interested 
in one of the Dutch books present in the classroom, the Dutch edition of the Guinness World 
Records 2007. For the Saturday classes the Bulgarian school uses the premises of a Dutch 
mainstream school and there are shelves with Dutch books in each classroom.  While the boys 
engaged themselves in discussing games on their phones (which was fully in Bulgarian) the two girls 
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G1 and G2 separated themselves from the group and started reading. As I also observed the lessons 
in reading comprehension in Bulgarian it should be noted that the reading skills in Dutch by both of 
them were significantly better. Even though the speakers can change their matrix language back and 
forth within the same conversation, the matrix language in sample 2 is considered Dutch and the 
utterances in Bulgarian will be counted and analyzed as code-switching. The matrix language is “the 
language that the speakers engaged in code-switching will identify as the main language being used” 
(Wei, 2009:275).  G1 switched to Bulgarian only once by saying: (7)Да видя(Let me see) until B4 
joined them. From that point on all three of them kept switching from Dutch to Bulgarian and 
those were all examples of inter-sentential code-switching. The only student who joined the session 
and did not switch was B3. His utterance was in Bulgarian and it was a translation of what has been 
said in Dutch (46).  
There are three more samples of inter-sentential code-switching. Consider the following: 
SAMPLE 3: 
(62) B4: Много странни баскетболни топчета. 
             (En. Very strange basketball balls.) 
(63) B1: Това е тъпо. 
             (En. This is stupid.) 
(64) B4: K-u-ut-ut 
(65) B1: Моля те искам да играя. 
             (En. Please I want to play.)  
(66) B4: What the heck is this? 
(67) B1: Това е много трудно, иначе е много голяма... (hears shouting in the 
corridor) Кой е лудия човек дето вика?  
         (En. It's very difficult,… otherwise it is very big ... Who is the crazy guy 
          shouting?) 
(68) B4: Ей, тихо бе! 
         (En. Hey, be quiet!) 
       
(Bulgarian / Dutch / English) 
 
SAMPLE 4: 
 
(69) G1: …. Heb ik die gekregen 
              (En. I got these.)  
        G2: …(not understandable) 
(70) G1: Leuk!  
              (En. Nice!) 
... ... ... 
(71) B3: Мисля че се стресна. 
              (En. I think he got scared.) 
(72) G1: Какво? 
              (En. What? ) 
(73) B3: Викам на него. 
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             (En. I was talking to him. ) 
(74) G1: Kijk, G2, виж, filmpje! 
              (En. Look, G2, look, filming!) 
(75) G2: Wat? 
              (En. What?) 
(76) G1: Film! (points at the camera recording) 
(77) G2: Oh ja! 
              (En. Oh yeah!) 
(the teacher walks in) 
(78) G1: Може ли да рисуваме? 
              (En. Can we draw?) 
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch) 
SAMPLE 5: 
(79) B1: AK- zeven-en-veertig. 
              (En. AK-fourty-seven!) 
(80) B3: AK-четирдесет-и-седем се казва. Не говори на Холандски! 
              (En. You have to say AK- forty-seven. Do not speak Dutch!) 
(81) B1: Waarom niet? Shut up! 
              (En. Why not? Shut up!) 
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch / English) 
 
 
Samples 3 and 4 were produced in the children’s free time between the lessons. In sample 3, 
B4 switched once in Dutch and once in English. ‘K-u-ut-ut’ is supposedly a swear word in Dutch, 
but it remains an interpretation as it was pronounced while spelling it letter by letter, some of which 
double. The inter-sentential code-switching in English ‘What the heck is this’ was used properly 
during the game both he and B1 played on his phone. B4 mentioned once that he played games 
often and watched movies in English, which could explain the presence of the English language in 
his communication.   In sample 4, the two girls G1 and G2 again completely switched to Dutch but 
their conversation was partially not understandable, as the boys were rather loud in that moment. 
The girls were unintentionally interrupted by B3 who persistently interacted with everyone in 
Bulgarian. G1 replied in Bulgarian but after realizing the remark was not meant for them they 
continued in Dutch. Sample 5 was detected during one of the lessons. When the students were given 
time to complete a task they would occasionally get distracted by discussing general topics. In 
sample 5 the boys discussed weapons from a computer game and this is where ‘AK-zeven-en-
veertig’ (AK-47) came up. B3 corrected B1, translated it for him in Bulgarian and told him not to 
speak Dutch. B1’s utterances were both in Dutch and English and B3 was among the students that 
did not code-switch at all. 
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To summarize these examples, four of the seven bilingual students were engaged in the 
inter-sentential code-switching (see Table 4.3), seldom during the lessons and a lot more often in 
their free time. G1 and G2 were the ones that effortlessly switched to communicating in Dutch 
during the breaks. B2, B3 and G3 did not code-switch. G3 was the least communicative in the group 
and she did not interact with the other learners during the breaks. Her speech production was only 
in the lessons: very controlled and exclusively in Bulgarian. 
 B1 B2 B3 B4 G1 G2 G3 
Inter-
sentential  
3 0 0 8 8 6 0 
Table 4.3 Inter-sentential utterances per learner 
4.5.2.2. Intra-sentential code-switching 
The number of samples of intra-sentential code-switching was significantly larger. Consider the 
following  12 samples: 
SAMPLE 6:  
 
(sit down together to have a bite) 
(82) B4: A-a, това с kaas-smaak ли е? 
              (En. Hey, is it the cheese-flavour?)  
(83) B1: Да. 
              (En. Yes.) 
(84) B4: Може ли да хапна? 
              (En. Can I have some?) 
(85) B1: Hm, hm.  
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch) 
 
SAMPLE 7: 
 
(86) B4: Ти разбра ли че блокирали YouTube? 
              (En. Did you hear they blocked YouTube?) 
(87) B3: Кой? 
              (En. Who did?)  
(88) B4: In Turkije, Erdogan блокирал YouTube. 
              (En. In Turkey, Erdogan blocked YouTube.)  
(89) B3: Турция се казва. Кажи Турция! 
              (En. You have to say Turkey. Say Turkey!) 
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch) 
 
 
SAMPLE 8: 
(90) Teacher: Вие защо се държите така? 
              (En. Why do you behave like that?) 
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(91) B3: Защото е събота. 
              (En. Because it’s Saturday.) 
(92) Teacher: Какво от това? 
              (En. So what?)  
(93) B1: Защото за нас е weekend. 
              (En. Because for us it’s a weekend.) 
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch) 
 
SAMPLE 9: 
(94) B4: Хора, кой иска pepermuntje? 
              (En. Hey guys, who wants a mint candy?)  
(95) B3: Аз. 
              (En. I do.)  
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch) 
 
SAMPLE 10: 
(96) B4: Ей тоя... направи така че да държи ей така sword. …  
              (En. Thist one ... can you make him hold like that the sword. ...) 
(97) B3: Може и ей тоя... 
              (En. Maybe that one.)  
 
(Bulgarian / English) 
 
SAMPLE 11:  
(98)  Teacher: Знаете ли какво е бал на Български? 
               (En. Do you know what a ball is in Bulgarian?) 
(99)  B1: Да, да, да. 
               (En. Yes, yes, yes…) 
(100)B2: Бал е за да кажеш че е бял. А, не не... 
               (En. Ball is to say that it is white ... Oh, no no) 
(101)B1: Бал е където хората танцуват. 
               (En. Ball is where people dance.) 
(102)Teacher: Точно така, тържество. 
               (En. That's right, like a gala night.)  
(103)B4: Както на ... тва, тва... как се казваше... Assepoester? 
               (En. Just as ... that…, that ... what was her name … Cinderella?)  
(104)Teacher: Моля? 
               (En. Excuse me?)  
(105)B4: Assepoester. 
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch) 
 
SAMPLE 12:  
(106) B4: Знаеш ли кое е много смешно? Джон казва: Знам какво означава 
судоку на Japan. А-а-а, как се казва на Български? 
                (En. You know what's funny? John says: I know what Sudoku means in 
Japanese. What is that in Bulgarian ?) 
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(107) B3: Японски. 
                (En. Japanese.)  
(108) B4: Сега разбирам какво означава судоку на Японски. A-ah. 
                (En. Now I understand what Sudoku means in Japanese. A- ah.)  
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch) 
 
 
SAMPLE 13: 
(109) Researcher: Звучи като да им е забранено. 
                (En. It sounds like it is forbidden.)  
(110) Teacher: Не, не е забранено. 
                (En. No, it is not forbidden.)  
(111) B2: Да, така пише в rules. 
                (En. Yes, it is written in the rules.)  
 
(Bulgarian / English) 
 
 
SAMPLE 14: 
(112) Teacher: Добре, раздавам ви проектите за края на ... 
                (En. Okay, I will hand out your projects for the end of  ...) 
(113) B1: Стига бе човек! 
                (En. Come on, man !) 
(114) B2: Сега 7 проекта има да правя. 
                (En. Now I have 7 projects to do.) 
(115) Teacher: Ами всяка година на края на годината имаме, нали така? 
                (En. Well, we have it every year at the end of the year, right?) 
(116) B2: Aз няма да го направя. 
                (En. I will not do it.) 
(117) B4: Аз трябва да правя boek-verslag, проект и другото незнам как се 
казва. 
                (En. I have to do book-report, project , and the other one… I do not know 
what it’s called.) 
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch) 
 
SAMPLE 15:  
(118) B2: Имаше едно време когато бяхме в старото училище, това беше 
Английско, и там ... как се казва... Ottoman Empire… 
                (En. There was a time when we were at my old school , it was in English, 
and there ... how do you say Ottoman Empire ... 
(119) Teacher: Османската Империя 
                (En. Ottoman Empire.) 
(120) B2: ... И там тогава учихме, и там имаше един такъв владетел и той 
даваше само ислям. 
                (En. and there ... and then learned there was such a ruler and he accepted 
only Islam.) 
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(Bulgarian / English) 
 
SAMPLE 16:  
(121) B2: Аз съм Orthodox. 
                (En. I am Orthodox.)  
(122) B3: Това значи Православен. 
                (En. That means Orthodox.)  
(123) Teacher: Да, Православен. 
                (En. Yes, Orthodox.)  
 
(Bulgarian / English) 
 
SAMPLE 17:  
(124) B4: Ама, B3, не само защото съм най-лесната плячка, това не е ... 
                (En. Well , B3, not just because I'm the easiest prey , that is not.)  
(125) B3: Не най-лесната. 
                (En. Not the easiest.)  
(126) B4: Да, ама тука с тея obstakelи  … и раници… и B1 играе на телефона на 
B3… 
                (En. Yeah, , but here with these obstacles ... and backpacks ... and B2 
playing on B3’s phone. 
 
(Bulgarian / Dutch) 
 
Samples 7, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15 and 16 were detected in the lessons and samples 6, 9, 10, 13 and 
17 during the students’ free time. The difference with the inter-sentential code-switching is that it is 
a lot more frequent in the lessons. In sample 6, ‘kaas-smaak’ is a noun carrying the meaning of a 
type of flavour. The Bulgarian equivalent is ‘вкус на кашкавал’ which is slightly longer and more 
difficult to pronounce due to the number and the combinations of consonants. In sample 7, the 
utterance started in Dutch with ‘In Turkije’ and then continued in Bulgarian. B3 corrected B4 and 
asked him to say it again using the Bulgarian word for Turkey, which is ‘Турция’. Further on, B4 
continued to struggle with names: in samples 11 and 12 he used ‘Japan’ in Dutch instead of 
‘Японски’ in Bulgarian and ‘Assepoester’ in Dutch instead of ‘Пепеляшка’ in Bulgarian. The 
teacher acted like she did not hear him well, but he repeated it in Dutch as he clearly did not know 
the Bulgarian equivalent. In sample 8, B1 switched to Dutch by using the word ‘weekend’ which has 
no equivalent in Bulgarian. Instead of ‘weekend’ it is common to say either ‘Saturday and Sunday’ or 
‘the days off at the end of the week’. In sample 8, the word weekend was pronounced in Dutch as 
/'vi:kend/. In samples 10, 13, 15 and 16 – ‘sword’, ‘rules’, ‘Ottoman Empire’ and ‘Orthodox’ – B2 
and B4 switched to English. The Dutch equivalent of the English term Ottoman Empire is 
‘Ottomaanse Rijk”. The ones that occurred in the lessons were corrected by the teacher. In sample 
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17, B4 used the noun ‘obstakel’ from the Dutch lexicon but he marks the plural form of a noun in 
Bulgarian, using -и , pronounced as /i/ instead of ‘obstakels’.  Samples 9 and 14 – ‘pepermuntje’ and 
‘boek-verslag’ have no equivalent in Bulgarian.  The intra-sentential utterances were all content 
words: nouns or names, and one prepositional phrase. 
 B1 B2 B3 B4 G1 G2 G3 
Intra-
sentential  
1 3 0 8 0 0 0 
Table 4.4 Inter-sentential utterances per learner 
 Table 4.4 shows that three boys produced intra-sentential utterances. Despite the ‘No-
Dutch’ policy in the school, B1 and B2 code-switched in the lesson. B4 code-switched the most, 
both to English and to Dutch. Five of his intra-sentential utterances were produced during the 
breaks and three in the lessons. He would have code-switched a lot more often in the lessons if 
there were no restrictions. 
4.6. Correlation of results 
I extracted the code-switching utterances per learner and I linked them to the results from the 
proficiency tests. Furthermore, I correlated the learner’s language preference with the levels of 
proficiency in both languages. 
4.6.1. Correlation between code-switching and language proficiency 
Graph 4.11 Correlation between code-switching and language proficiency 
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Graph 4.11 shows that the participants can be divided in two groups. The learners with low 
proficiency in both languages (B1, B2 and G3) code-switched less frequently (or not al all) than the 
more proficient learners (B4, G1 and G2). B3’s case is disputable, as his results can be placed in the 
group with the higher level of proficiency. Not having code-switched was determined by attitude (as 
he continuously corrected and translated the code-switching utterances from Dutch to Bulgarian), 
motivation to learn the heritage language (as can be seen in the questionnaire) and his stronger 
preference for Bulgarian. Within the group of the more proficient learners, the girls produced only 
inter-sentential utterances while B4 produced both inter- and intra-sentential utterances. 
4.6.2. Correlation between language preference vs. language proficiency 
Graph 4.12 displays the correlation between language preference and language proficiency.  
 
Graph 4.12. Correlation between language preference and language proficiency 
In the questionnaire, the children were asked to indicate how much they like speaking Dutch 
and Bulgarian, which indicated their language preference. The answers varied from ‘very much’ 
(VM) to ‘a little bit’ (LB). The third option ‘not at all’ hasn’t been chosen. Five children like Dutch 
very much and four of them had higher results on the Dutch test. The only exception B3, who had a 
strong preference for Bulgarian and likes speaking Dutch just a little bit, had the same scores on 
both tests.  The three learners that liked Bulgarian just a little bit (B2, G1 and G3) had the lowest 
scores in the group on the Bulgarian test. The more the learners liked the language, the higher their 
scores were on the proficiency tests. It can be concluded that the language preference is related to 
language proficiency. 
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4.7. Summary 
The code-switching samples uttered by  B1, B2, B4, G1 and G2, document that code-switching 
occurs in a number of ways within a sentence and between sentences depending on the context. In 
some of the instances, however, the children code-switched to English. In the past, right after the 
Communist Regime, English was seen as a symbol of the West and has increasingly been used since 
then (Gardner-Chloros, 2007:61). In the case of B2, code-switching in English is a result of 
schooling. As far as the results from the proficiency tests are concerned, it should be noted that 
most of the learners were more proficient in Dutch, one of the late bilinguals was more proficient in 
Bulgarian, and the other late bilingual had equal scores on both tests. The early bilinguals achieved 
slightly higher results on the proficiency tests. It can thus be stated that the two immigrants children 
who arrived in the Netherlands after the age of 6 were outperformed by the early bilinguals. In 
Chapter 6, a more detailed discussion will take place and conclusions will be made.  
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusion 
5.1. Introduction 
The main focus of the present work is the children’s code-switching production and patterns, as well 
as the factors that have an impact on it, such as the children’s language proficiency in both Dutch 
and Bulgarian and their motivation to learn the heritage language.  Parents are “the gatekeepers to 
the heritage language” (Tse, 2001:37) and thus parental input is considered essential, especially when 
the heritage language tries to survive within the dominant environment of the host language (García, 
Zakharia, and Otcu, 2013). This chapter will include the following: firstly, I will highlight the results 
per learner; secondly, I will discuss the research questions and the hypothesis; and thirdly, I will 
point out in what way the results of the collected data can be the basis for further research in the 
future. 
5.2. Main findings per learner 
To summarize the findings I will take each case separately and look for the link between the code-
switching patterns, the children’s language proficiency, attitudes and motivations. As the results 
varied per learner, to that I will add the parents’ motivation and attitude towards their children’s 
language choice together with the children’s afterschool language activities. The participants in this 
research were five boys and three girls. A number of interesting differences emerged between the 
early bilinguals and the late bilinguals. The question is how these differences can be interpreted and 
what caused it. 
B1 is the oldest one in the group, aged 12. He had spent at least 6 years in Bulgaria before 
the family immigrated to the Netherlands. He does not enjoy the Saturday classes at the Bulgarian 
school and yet he would like to continue to attend once in a while just because his mum wants him 
to. Even though he always speaks only Bulgarian to both his parents and his brother, he admits to 
like both languages equally. The amount of time he spends visiting relatives in Bulgaria has no 
impact on the language proficiency as it occurs once in every two years, but he watches Bulgarian 
television every day. B1’s language choice matches the results from the proficiency tests. His scores 
in Dutch were lower than his scores in Bulgarian: respectively 7 and 10 for vocabulary, and 9 and 11 
for the total scores in favour of the Bulgarian language. He code-switched to Dutch and to English. 
Compared to the rest of the group he had the fourth highest total score in Bulgarian.  
B2, aged 11, is an early bilingual (Dutch father and Bulgarian mother) and among the least 
motivated learners in the group. He does not like the Saturday classes at the Bulgarian school and 
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only attends because his mum wants him to, and he would definitely quit if he is given the choice. 
He often communicates with his mother in her native language (Bulgarian) but seldom with his 
father in his native language (Dutch) for he likes both languages just a little bit. He had the second 
lowest total score on the proficiency test in Bulgarian. On a number of occasions he declared how 
much he favours the English language and how much he enjoyed the English school he used to 
attend in the past. The code-switching utterances were intra-sentential and exclusively to English 
when the matrix language was Bulgarian.  
 B3, aged 11, had spent the first six years of his life in Bulgaria, before the family immigrated 
to the Netherlands (as was the case of B1). Unlike B1 though, he is the most motivated learner in 
the group who does enjoy the Saturday classes in Bulgarian and would continue to attend from time 
to time. He always communicates with both his parents in Bulgarian but they would allow him to 
speak Dutch to them. B3 not only did not code-switch at all, but he would translate the other 
learners’ utterances whenever they would code-switch in Dutch. According to Pan (1995) the switch 
is linked to self-identity issues. In this case B3’s persistency to speak only Bulgarian is a result of his 
self-identity issues. The results from the proficiency tests showed that in Bulgarian he had the 
highest score on vocabulary, the highest score on the word-search task and the second highest total 
score in the group. He scored 13 points on both Dutch and Bulgarian tests which makes him equally 
proficient in both languages. 
 B4, aged 11, was only one year old when his parents immigrated. Even though he does not 
like the Saturday classes in Bulgarian, he would continue to attend for two reasons: both his parents 
are Bulgarian and he visits relatives in Bulgaria three times a year for more than six weeks in total. 
He likes both languages very much. He always communicates with his parents in Bulgarian and they 
would allow him to speak Dutch to them only if he cannot come up with the Bulgarian equivalent of 
a specific word. That could explain the intra-sentential code-switching. He switched more frequently 
than anyone else in the group and his utterances were both in Dutch and English. The proficiency 
tests showed similar results on vocabulary – 9 for Bulgarian and 10 for Dutch, but a significant 
difference on the grammar task – 3 points on the Bulgarian test and 6 on the Dutch one, which was 
the maximum. He was more proficient in the host language and he had a larger number of intra-
sentential utterances in the lessons as well as in the breaks. This confirms the statement made by 
Nicoladis and Secco (2000) that bilingual children fill lexical and grammatical gaps, most specifically 
in the weaker language. 
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 G1 is an early bilingual. She does not like the Bulgarian classes and would definitely quit if 
she could. She has been attending for more than 5 years because her parents insist, given her father’s 
poor knowledge in Dutch. She almost always speaks Bulgarian with her mother as speaking Dutch is 
allowed at times. The communication with the younger sibling is exclusively in Dutch as she admits 
she strongly favours that language, which corresponds to the results from the proficiency tests and 
the code-switching utterances. She scored 10 on the Bulgarian test which was the fifth highest total 
score in the group, and she scored 14 on the Dutch one. She code-switched only in the breaks and 
produced only inter-sentential utterances. 
 G2 is an early bilingual as well but her motivation, attitude and results differ from G1. She 
likes attending the classes and would continue to attend from time to time. She finds it interesting 
and she believes she has to be proficient in her parents’ native language. She never watches 
Bulgarian television but once a week reads a book in Bulgarian. She is among the youngest 
participants but she scored the highest on both tests: 14 on the Bulgarian test and 18 on the Dutch 
one. The code-switching utterances she produced were inter-sentential. 
 G3 is trilingual and belongs to the group of the less motivated learners. She does not enjoy 
the Bulgarian classes and would quit if she could. She has been attending for more than five years 
with her father’s background as the only motivation. Visiting relatives in Bulgaria three times a year 
does not seem to be a motivating factor. She communicates with her sibling in Dutch as she is 
clearly in favour of that language. On the Bulgarian proficiency test she had the lowest result in the 
group, both on the vocabulary task, 6 and in total, 8. She scored much better on the Dutch test: 8 
for vocabulary and 13 in total, as she had only one wrong answer on the grammar task. Her 
communication was in general quite limited. She did not code-switch in the lessons. Even though 
she actively participated in the additional individual tasks, her speech was directed to the teacher and 
exclusively in Bulgarian. During the breaks she did not interact with the rest of the group. Her father 
admitted though that they all code-switch at home. 
5.3. Discussion 
The first research question was: Do bilingual Dutch-Bulgarian children code-switch and if 
they do, what are the code-switching patterns that they produce. The first hypothesis was that code-
switching will occur. The findings indicated that five of the seven bilinguals code-switched and 
produced inter- and intra-sentential utterances. The frequency of the code-switching production was 
equally high in the lessons and in the learners’ free time with the following distinction: In the 
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classroom – in a controlled situation where the rules on not-using Dutch are clear – only intra-
sentential utterances were produced and consistently, the matrix language was Bulgarian. The intra-
sentential utterances were nouns, names and one prepositional noun phrase. Two of the seven 
learners, B3 and G3, did not engage in code-switching at all (which in the case of G3 is a result of 
the school’s ‘No-Dutch-policy’, intended to create a language environment where only Bulgarian is 
spoken). The results of another two learners (G1 and G2) showed that they can change their matrix 
language within the same interaction and even within the same sentence. As they were more 
proficient in Dutch, they had a preference for the Dutch matrix language. The ability to alternate 
between the two languages was much better developed by G1 and G2 compared to the rest. These 
two girls have proven to effortlessly switch from Dutch to Bulgarian when communicating to one 
another most probably due to the fact that they are in the same class at the Dutch mainstream 
school and they also join the same outdoor activities as their families are related. G1 and G2 
produced only inter-sentential code-switching utterances, B1 and B4 produced both inter- and intra-
sentential utterances, but they varied in the frequency, and B2 produced only intra-sentential 
utterances. Even though all seven cases were different from one another the strongest factors that 
had impact on the learner’s language proficiency and code-switching production were the children’s 
motivation to learn the heritage language and their language preference. The less motivated children 
to learn Bulgarian and the ones who had a strong preference for Dutch had higher scores on the 
Dutch proficiency test. The three learners that were not in favour of the Bulgarian language had the 
lowest scores in the group on the Bulgarian proficiency test.  
The second research question was on the correlation between the language proficiency and 
the children’s code-switching production and what other factors contribute to it. The first 
hypothesis was that the more proficient bilinguals will code-switch more frequently and they will 
produce intra-sentential utterances, and the less proficient bilinguals will code-switch less frequently 
and they will produce inter-sentential utterances. The less proficient bilinguals will code-switch less 
frequently and they will produce inter-sentential utterances. The second hypothesis was that 
attitudes may modulate this behavior. With regard to the language proficiency, it can be stated that 
the children who have been exposed to two languages simultaneously are not equally proficient in 
both languages. Four of the seven children were more proficient in the host language, as they had 
higher scores on the Dutch test. Half of the group had higher scores on both proficiency tests and 
those learners code-switched the most. The learners that were less proficient in both languages 
code-switched less frequently or did not code-switch at all. The other factors that seemed to have an 
impact on the code-switching production were the children’s language preference, parental input and 
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the motivation to learn both languages. It should be noted that the parents’ proficiency in the host 
language influences to an extent the children’s proficiency in the heritage language. In this study this 
is applicable for the fathers as they were less proficient in Dutch than the mothers. There were even 
children who added their fathers’ poor knowledge of Dutch to their motivation list to study 
Bulgarian. Where motivation is concerned, the questionnaires revealed that parents and children 
were not equally motivated to maintain the heritage language. Half of the parents have enrolled their 
children at the school because of the chances of returning to the home country in the nearest future. 
The other half pointed out their main motivation to be for their children not to forget their roots as 
well as some career opportunities this language has to offer for the future. On the other hand, some 
of the children were a lot less motivated to learn the heritage language and to attend the Saturday 
classes. Only these children who clearly understood the relationship between being Dutch-Bulgarian 
bilinguals and learning Bulgarian, embraced the process of maintaining the heritage language with 
success. The more motivated learners stated that they learn their mother tongue because “it is 
interesting”, “because they visit relatives in Bulgaria a few times a year”, or “because they are proud 
Bulgarians”. Their motivation to learn Bulgarian reflected in the results from the Bulgarian 
proficiency test.  
Parental input was considered among the factors that have an impact on bilingual children’s 
code-switching production and level of proficiency. According to Pinter (2011:70) some parents 
accept the code-switching or may even encourage it, while others would pretend not to understand 
their child when it switches from the parent’s native language to the dominant language. Among the 
parents of this small group of Dutch-Bulgarian bilinguals, there were some who regularly code-
switch in their communication with their children, while others stated to allow their children to 
code-switch to Dutch only if the children can not come up with the Bulgarian equivalent of a 
specific word. Overall, it should be noted that the parents did not have a negative attitude towards 
the use of Dutch in the home environment.  
5.4. Conclusion 
The majority of the research on bilingual children included speakers of Spanish and English – two 
global languages, among the most spoken languages worldwide. The current research includes two 
small languages, Dutch and Bulgarian. The Bulgarian community is a relatively small community in 
the Netherlands and it is among the immigrant communities which differ from the local population, 
not only linguistically, but also in culture and religion. These Dutch-Bulgarian bilingual children that 
have participated in the research, do not socialize much outside of the classroom. Opportunities for 
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such interactions would lead to exchanging knowledge, might increase their motivation to learn the 
heritage language and even help them establish and build on their self-identity within this small 
Bulgarian community of immigrants. These children’s parents want to preserve the heritage language 
for generations and by enrolling their children in the Bulgarian school parents see the only 
professional way to achieve their goal. On the other hand, the children who have immigrated at a 
later age struggle between trying to accommodate to the new country and the new language and 
keeping their first language alive. This study was focused on the children’s code-switching 
production and the factors affecting it - language proficiency, parental input, attitude and 
motivation.  
Given the small sample of Dutch-Bulgarian bilingual learners, the correlated results remain 
partly inconclusive. Solid conclusions supported by evidence could not be made, as the data was 
collected by a group of only 7 children in two contexts (in a controlled classroom situation and 
during the breaks when the teacher was not present). One of the theories is that code-switching 
occurs often in situations where “the communicative task outstrips the L2 vocabulary they have 
learned” (Paradis, 2007:26). Those were only the cases of B2 and B4. In the lessons, the code-
switching utterances were intra-sentential in both Dutch and English, with two exceptional inter-
sentential utterances in English. In the breaks, the code-switching utterances varied in patterns, per 
language and per learner.  
One of the aims of this study was to identify whether language proficiency is related to the 
code-switching production and whether motivation and attitude towards both languages have any 
impact on the language learning process and the code-switching. Five children had a strong 
preference for Dutch, and four of them had higher results on the Dutch test. The only exception 
was a late bilingual learner who had a strong preference for Bulgarian appeared to be equally 
proficient in both languages. The more the learners liked the language, the higher their scores were 
on the proficiency tests. 
In her study, Shana Poplack (2000) demonstrated that bilinguals that have reached high 
levels of language proficiency tend to switch within a sentence, while the less proficient bilinguals 
switch within sentences. The results from this research strongly varied per learner. Within the group 
of the more proficient learners, two girls produced only inter-sentential utterances while one of the 
boys produced both inter- and intra-sentential utterances. The group of the less proficient learners 
also produced both inter- and intra- sentential utterances. It should, however, be taken into 
consideration that the code-switching utterances produced by the more proficient learners had a 
higher frequency than learners that were less proficient in both languages.  
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5.5. Methodological limitations 
There were limitations to this research due to 1) the number of the patricipants and 2) the situational 
contexts. 1) The size of the groups at the Bulgarian school seldom exceeds the number of ten, and 
learners are often absent due to sport activities on Saturdays. 2) The participants’ speech was 
recorded in two contexts: in a controlled situation during classes and during the children’s freetime 
between the lessons. The participants, however, chose to spend their free time in the classroom. 
Natural speech outside the school was not recorded, as the participants’ only interaction with each 
other was once a week during the Saturday classes at the Bulgarian school. Research on naturally-
occurred code-switching provides us with “a number of insights about the nature of language” 
(Myers-Scotton, 2006). Natural bilingual speech produced in informal settings, mostly while 
interacting with friends (or family) might have indicated a sharper contrast in the frequency and the 
patterns of the code-switching production as compared to the classroom situation.   
5.6. Implications for further research 
 Whatever type of research we choose, regardless of the numbers of participants, there will be 
shortcomings and there will be room for criticism. “Perfection will always elude us”(Pinter, 
2011:197).  However, this study shows that it will be useful and interesting to further investigate:      
1) whether younger children, under the age of 9 would code-switch more or less frequently than the 
4th graders that participated in this research, as well as the frequency of their code-switching 
production if they are not restricted by the school’s ‘No Dutch’ policy;                                            
2) how code-switching could be used in the classroom to promote learning. Even though code-
switching conflicted with the schools’ language policy, teachers should consider using the code-
switching in the classroom as a natural tool for enhancing proficiency. 
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APPENDIX 1.1 Parent questionnaire in Bulgarian 
Въпросник за родителя 
1. Какъв сте на детето: 
 a) Майка b) Баща 
2.  Име на детето: ………………………… 
3. На колко години е детето: ……………………. 
4. Моля отбележете на какво ниво владеете Холандски език: 
 Вие Съпруг(а) 
 ……… ………… 1. Изобщо не го владея. Не мога да говоря и не разбирам. 
 ……… ……….. 2. Разбирам малко, но не мога да говоря. 
 ……… ………. 3. Разбирам и говоря малко. 
 . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  4. Разбирам и говоря добре. 
 ……… ………  5. Разбирам и говоря много добре. 
 ……… ………  6. Холандският език е роден език. 
5. Моля отбележете на какво ниво владеете Български език: 
 Вие Съпруг(а) 
……… ………. 1. Изобщо не го владея. Не мога да говоря и не разбирам. 
 ……… ……….. 2. Разбирам малко, но не мога да говоря. 
 ……… ………. 3. Разбирам и говоря малко. 
 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 4. Разбирам и говоря добре. 
 ……… ………  5. Разбирам и говоря много добре. 
 ……… ………  6. Българският език е роден език. 
6. Моля дайте оценка от 1 до 5 на причините които ви мотивират да водите детето си на Българско 
училище? – (1 – най-важната причина, 5 най-маловажната) 
 ………  Не само да научи езика, но да научи и за културата и традициите. 
 ………  Искам детето ми да може да общува със семейство и приятели в България 
 ………  Владеейки майчиния език, детето няма да забрави корените си. 
 ………  Това, че владее езика ще му е от полза за в бъдеще 
 ………  В случай, че се върнем да живеем в България. 
7. На какъв език разговарят родителите един с друг? 
 a) Български  b) Холандски  c) Английски  d) Друг, ……………….. 
8. Колко често майката разговаря с детето си на нейния роден език? 
a) Винаги   b) Почти винаги   c) Много често   d) Често    e)Понякога   f) Рядко    g) Никога 
9. Колко често бащата разговаря с детето си на неговия роден му език? 
a) Винаги   b) Почти винаги   c) Много често   d) Често    e)Понякога   f) Рядко    g) Никога 
10. Вашето дете живяло ли е в България? 
 a) Да  b) Не 
10a. Ако да, за колко време?  
 a) 0-1 години  b) 2-3 години  c) 4-5 години  d) повече от 6 години 
11. Вашето дете има ли братя или сестри? Ако да, колко? 
 a) Да. ………………. b) Не 
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11 a) На какъв език разговаря детето с по-малките си братя и сестри? 
 А) Български  б) Холандски  c) Друг...................   d)смесено........... 
 
12. Колко често детето гледа филм на Български език или Българска програма? 
a) всеки ден     b) 2-3 пъти седмично c) веднъж седмично      d) веднъж месечно      e) Никога 
 
13.  Колко често детето чете книга на Български език? 
a) всеки ден     b) 2-3 пъти седмично c) веднъж седмично      d) веднъж месечно      e) Никога 
 
14. Колко често четете книга на Български език на детето Ви? 
a) всеки ден     b) 2-3 пъти седмично c) веднъж седмично      d) веднъж месечно      e) Никога 
 
15. Колко често детето ходи на почивка (на гости) в България? 
 a) 1 път в годината b) 2 пъти в годината       c)3 пъти в годината  d) през година 
16. Колко седмици в годината (сумарно) детето прекарва в България? 
 a) 1 седмица;  b)2 седмици;  c)3 седмици;  d) 4 седмици;   e) 5 седмици;   f) повече от 6 сед 
17. Моля отбележете до каква степен сте съгласни или не сте съгласни със следното: 
 
 Абсолютно 
Несъгласен 
Несъгласен Неутрално Съгласен Абсолютно 
съгласен 
1. Убеден/а съм че това 
училище предлага възможно 
най-доброто езиково обучение 
по Български  
     
2. Перфектното владеене на  
Български език ще улесни 
общуването на детето с други 
Българи 
     
3. Учителите не говорят 
Холандски по време на учебни 
занятия 
     
4. Перфектното владеене на  
Български език ще помогне на 
детето да разбира и цени 
Българската култура и традиции 
     
5. Перфектното владеене на  
Български език ще 
благоприятства за по-добра 
кариера в бъдеще. 
     
6. Старая се да говоря Български 
с моето дете колкото може по-
често. 
     
7. Позволявам на детето да ми 
говори на Холандски. 
     
8. Поправям го когато направи 
грешка на Български. 
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APPENDIX 1.2 Parent questionnaire in English 
Parent Questionnaire 
1. Your relationship to the child: 
 a) Mother b) Father 
2.  Your child’s name: ………………………… 
3. How old is your child: ……………………. 
4. Please indicate how fluent you and your spouse are in Dutch: 
 You Spouse 
 …… ………              1. Not at all. I can neither understand nor speak. 
 …… ………. 2. I understand a little bit but cannot speak. 
 …… ………. 3. I understand and speak a little. 
             ……     ……….             4. I understand and speak well. 
 …… ………  5. I understand and speak very well 
 …… ………  6. Native speaker of Dutch. 
5. Please indicate how fluent you and your spouse are in Bulgarian: 
 You Spouse 
…… ………. 1. Not at all. I can neither understand nor speak. 
 …… ………. 2. I understand a little bit but cannot speak. 
 …… ………. 3. I understand and speaks a little. 
             ……     ……….             4. I understand and speak well. 
 …… ………. 5. I understands and speaks very well. 
 …… ………. 6. Native speaker of Bulgarian 
6. Please rate the reasons for enrolling your child at the Bulgarian school? – (1 – most important reason, 5 
least important reason) 
 ………  Not only to learn the language but to learn about culture and traditions 
 ………  I want my child to be able to communicate with BG family and friends 
 ………  By being fluent in his mother tongue he won’t forget his roots 
 ………  Knowing the language will open doors for him in the future 
 ………  For the option of moving back to Bulgaria. 
7. What language do parents use to communicate with one another? 
 a) Bulgarian b) Dutch c) English d) Other ……………….. 
8. How often does the mother communicate with her child in her mother tongue? 
a) Always   b) Almost always   c) Very often   d) Often    e)Sometimes   f) Seldom    g) Never 
9. How often does the father communicate with his child in his mother tongue? 
a) Always   b) Almost always   c) Very often   d) Often    e)Sometimes   f) Seldom    g) Never 
10. Has your child lived in Bulgaria? 
 a) Yes b) No 
10a. If Yes, for how long?  
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 a) 0-1 years b) 2-3 years c) 4-5 years d) more than 6 years 
11. Does your child have any siblings? If yes, how many? 
 a) yes. ……………. b) no 
11a. What language does your child use to communicate with the younger siblings? 
             a) Bulgarian          b) Dutch          c) Other…………        d)mixed……….. 
12. How often does your child watch a Bulgarian film or a Bulgarian tv show? 
 a) daily     b) 2-3 times a week c) weekly d) monthly      e) never 
 
13.  How often does your child read a Bulgarian book? 
 a) daily     b) 2-3 times a week c) weekly d) monthly      e) never 
 
14. How often do you  read a Bulgarian book to your child? 
 a) daily     b) 2-3 times a week c) weekly d) monthly      e) never 
15. How often does your child go on holiday in Bulgaria? 
 a) once a year b) twice a year c)three times a year d) every other year 
16. How long is your child’s holiday (per year) in Bulgaria? 
 a) 1 week b)2 weeks c)3 weeks d) 4 weeks e) 5 weeks f) more than 6 
weeks 
17. Please indicate to what degree you agree or disagree with the following: 
 Strongly 
Disagree 
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly  
agree 
1. I am convinced that the school offers the best 
language education my child needs.  
     
2. Being fluent in Bulgarian will enable my child’s 
communication with other Bulgarian speakers. 
     
3. The teachers are consequent in not using any 
Dutch in the classroom. 
     
4. Being fluent in Bulgarian will help my child to 
better understand and value the Bulgarian culture. 
     
5. Being fluent in Bulgarian will make a big difference 
for my child’s future career. 
     
6. I speak Bulgarian to my child as often as possible.      
7. I allow my child to speak Dutch to me.      
8. I correct my child when he makes a mistake in 
Bulgarian. 
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APPENDIX 1.3 Children questionnaire in Bulgarian 
Въпросник на ученика 
Име: …………………………………. 
Възраст: ................................  
 
1) От колко време посещаваш учебни занятия в това Българско училище?  
 a) за първа година   b) 2 години    c) 3 години     d) 4 години      e) 5 или повече 
 
2) Харесва ли ти да посещаваш занятия в това училище? 
 a) Да  b) Не 
 
3) Ако имаше избор какво би избрал? 
 a) Ще продължа да посещавам занятия всяка Събота 
 b) Ще посещавам от време на време 
c) Ще спра да посещавам занятия 
 
4) Какъв е родния език на твоята майка? 
 а) Български b) Холандски c) Друг.................. 
 
4а) Колко често разговаряш с твоята майка на нейния роден език? 
a)Винаги   b)Почти винаги   c) Много често   d) Често    e)Понякога   f) Рядко    g) Никога 
5) Какъв е родния език на твоят баща? 
а) Български b) Холандски c) Друг.................. 
 
5а) Колко често разговаряш с твоят баща на неговия роден език? 
а)Винаги   b)Почти винаги   c) Много често   d) Често    e)Понякога   f) Рядко    g) Никога  
 
6) Колко често учителката говори на Холандски по време на учебни занятия? 
а)Винаги   b)Почти винаги   c) Много често   d) Често    e)Понякога   f) Рядко    g) Никога  
 
7)Имаш ли братя или сестри? Ако да, колко? 
 a) Да, ..................  b) Не 
 
7а) На какъв език разговаряш с твоите братя и сестри? 
 А) Български b) Холандски c)Друг, ....................... 
 
8) Харесва ли ти да говориш Холандски? 
 а) Много b) Малко c) Изобщо 
 
9) Харесва ли ти да говориш Български? 
 а) Много b) Малко c) Изобщо 
 
10) Защо учиш Български език? - ..................................................................................................... 
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APPENDIX 1.4 Children questionnaire in English 
 
Children Questionnaire 
Name: …………………………………. 
 
 
1) How long have you attended classes at this school? 
 a) Less than 1 year  b) 1 year c) 2 years d) 3 years e) More than 4 years 
 
2) Do you like coming to this school? 
 a) Yes  b) No 
 
3) If you had a choice, what would your choice be? 
 a) Continue to attend every Saturday 
 b) Attend once in a while 
c) Stop attending 
 
4) How often do you speak to your mother in her native language? 
a) Always   b) Almost always   c) Very often   d) Often    e)Sometimes   f) Seldom    g) Never 
5) How often do you speak to your father in his native language? 
a) Always   b) Almost always   c) Very often   d) Often    e)Sometimes   f) Seldom    g) Never 
6) How often does the teacher use Dutch in the classroom? 
a) Always   b) Almost always   c) Very often   d) Often    e)Sometimes   f) Seldom    g) Never 
7) Do you have any siblings? If yes, how many? 
             a) Yes, ……………      b) No 
 
7a) What language do you use to communicate with your siblings? 
             a) Bulgarian          b) Dutch          c) Other …………… 
 
8) Do you like speaking Dutch? 
             a) Very much        b) A little bit    c) Not at all 
 
9) Do you like speaking Bulgarian? 
             a) Very much        b) A little bit    c) Not at all  
 
10) Why are you learning Bulgarian? 
…………………………………………………………………… 
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APPENDIX 2.1 Proficiency test in Dutch 
 
Naam: …………………………………………………………… 
Opdracht 1 - Wat betekent het woord?  
1) provincie  
o werelddeel     
o onderdeel van het land 
o land in Europa   
o grote stad 
2) dapper 
o met veel geweld 
o onhandig 
o moedig 
o ontstuimig 
3) garantie 
o zekerheid 
o kwaliteit 
o onzekerheid 
o als iets stuk gaat 
4) kritiek 
o aanmerking 
o complimenten 
o opspraak 
o beledigingen 
5) lekkage 
o onder water 
o in de regen 
o waterdicht 
o water doorlatend 
6) eiland     
o strand aan het water 
o stuk land omringd door water 
o groot stuk water 
o oase in een woestijn 
7) gordijn 
o stof dat voor je ramen hangt 
o stof dat op je vloer ligt 
o de vloer van de keuken 
o stof dat op de trap ligt 
8) steelpan 
o Soort grote pan om soep in te koken 
o Kleine kookpan met steel 
o Snelkoker 
o Pan om eieren in te bakken 
9) bijna 
o Nooit 
o Nog net niet helemaal 
o Al lang 
o Nog lang niet 
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10) tooi 
o Slippers 
o Versiering, opschik 
o Hoedje 
o Speciale broek 
 
11) gierig 
o Krenterig 
o Gul 
o Mild 
o Royaal 
 
12) cel 
o Openbare toilet 
o Openbare douche 
o Slaapruimte voor gevangenen 
o Openbare ruimte 
 
 
Opdracht 2 – Welk werkwoord staat in de verleden tijd?  
1)  a) Natascha rilt van de kou 
 b) Marit wees hem keihard af. 
 c) De soldaat verwondt zichzelf. 
 d) Ma heeft haar baby goed gewassen. 
 
2)  a) Ik trek aan de bel. 
 b) Ik heb hem altijd al gewantrouwd. 
 c) Dit heeft te lang voortgeduurt. 
 d) Jan haalde alle pionnen op. 
 
3)  a) Word eens wakker! 
 b) Jan is boer geworden. 
 c) De kat sloop weg. 
 d) U hebt u vergist. 
 
4)  a) De kippen kakelen in de stal. 
 b) Ik ga dit idee oppakken.  
 c) Ging jij naar het bos. 
 d) Ik word later grasmaaier. 
 
5)  a) De handelaren kwamen een mooi prijsje overeen. 
 b) Pieter heeft op zijn veertiende  al autogereden. 
 c) De mensen zijn op tijd naar een ander dorp gevlucht. 
 d) Alleen de twee beste leerlingen zijn overgebleven. 
 
6)  a)  De enkel is behoorlijk gezwollen na die valpartij. 
 b) De bouwvakker heeft de palen in de grond geslagen. 
 c) De slechte man verwaarloosde zijn hond al een jaar lang. 
 d) Mijn moeder roept mij. Ik moet gaan. 
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APPENDIX 2.2 Proficiency test in Bulgarian 
 
Име: …………………………………………………………… 
Упражнение 1 – Какво означава думата?  
1) провинция  
a) част от континент    
b) част от държава 
c) държава в Европа   
d) голям град 
2) храбър 
a) насилствен 
b) непохватен 
c) смел 
d) шавлив 
3) гаранция 
a) сигурност 
b) качество 
c) несигурност 
d) ако нещо се счупи 
4) критика 
a) порицание 
b) комплимент 
c) отхвърляне 
d) обида 
5) теч 
a) под вода 
b) в дъжда 
c) водоустойчив 
d) пропуска вода 
6) остров     
a) плаж покрай вода 
b) парче земя заобградено с вода 
c) голямо парче вода 
d) оазис в пустинята 
7) перде 
a) парче плат закачен пред прозореца 
b) парче плат постлан на пода 
c) пода в кухнята 
d) парче текстил покриващ стълбите 
8) тенджера 
a) съд за варене на супи или манджи 
b) тиган 
c) бързовар 
d) канче за варене на яйца 
9) почти 
a) никога 
b) още малко 
c) вече 
d) Няма да е скоро 
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10) орнамент 
a) чехли 
b) декорация 
c) каскет 
d) специални панталони 
11) алчен 
a) лаком 
b) щедър 
c) мек 
d) кралски 
12) килия 
a) обществена тоалетна 
b) обществен душ 
c) спално помещение за затворници 
d) обществено място 
 
 
Упражнение 2 – Кой глагол е в минало време?  
1)  a) Наташа трепери от студ.  
 b) Мария го отхвърли. 
 c) Войниците ги раняват по време на война. 
 d) Мама вече беше изкъпала бебето.  
 
2)  a) Звъня му, но не ме чува.  
 b) Никога не съм му вярвала. 
 c) Той вече беше ял.  
 d) Ян събра всички пиони. 
 
3)  a) Събуди се! 
 b) Ян ще става фермер. 
 c) Котката тихомълком се измъкна. 
 d) Бъркаш едното с другото!. 
 
4)  a) Кокошките кудкудякат в двора. 
 b) Аз ще го вдигна от пода.  
 c) Ти ходи ли в гората?. 
 d) Искам да стана жонгльор. 
 
5)  a) Търговците се споразумяха за цената. 
 b) Питър още на 14 години подкарал колата на баща си. 
 c) Хората навреме са успели да избягат. 
 d) Накрая останали двамата най-добри да се борят за 1-во място. 
 
6)  a)  Глезенът е подут след падането. 
 b) Строителят е забил пилоните в земята. 
 c) Собственикът удари кучето си с пръчка. 
 d) Мама ме вика. Трябва да тръгвам 
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APPENDIX 2.3 Word-search in Bulgarian 
 
Х Я Б О Р Я У О Н Ф 
И Ф А И Ц И М Т Б Р 
Г M С Н Д В А Е K Ъ 
А Ш Н Я А T В Ч T К 
Н A Я К З Щ И Е M А 
И Ч Г Ъ Т Г Р В Б Ц 
В О О Д О E К О Ж Н 
У Н Ц Е О X Т П Т М 
E Е И Ф Р Л О Е С Р 
O С Ь Ц Н Е Д У Ч У 
 
 
 
учуден 
сено 
боря 
отзад 
сняг 
винаги 
ръка 
повечето 
откривам 
някъде 
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APPENDIX 2.4 Word-search in Dutch 
W Q V E C H T E N C 
D V S D R I N R L H 
J M N E E U E F K A 
I I E R T T R E T N 
T A E G H Q U T M D 
L T U E C I E S N E 
A T W N A E P E W I 
U E D S U X S E В J 
E I N V R W J M R U 
O R D S A A B R E V 
 
 
 
verbaasd 
riet 
vechten 
achter 
sneeuw 
altijd 
hand 
meeste 
speuren 
ergens 
 
  
 
